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It’s great to be back and sharing another issue
with you our dear readers. We’ve got a bumper
issue lined up for you including features on:
Season 17, Target Novels, the process of
regeneration, being a Doctor Who collector in
the 1960s, and lots more. We’ve also got
reviews from our review panel on all six
episodes of series 13, also known as “Doctor
Who: Flux” and the New Years Special “Eve of
the Daleks”.
This issue also sees the return of Jez Strickley with the very first instalment of his
all new column, “The Vault”. Each issue, Jez will be looking into the
metaphysical worlds of Time Lords and TARDISes in search of all things curious,
puzzling and perplexing. We’ve also got the debut of all new feature called “If I
Were Showrunner”, where you the fans will get a chance to offer your thoughts
on what changes, if any, Doctor Who needs. I’m sure this will prove quite
controversial with some of our readers.
Issue 39, winds up with the third instalment of John Swogger’s Cyber-comic
“Destiny” featuring everyone’s favorite metal meanies, the Cybermen.
Grab yourself a cup of tea, relax in your favorite easy chair and enjoy our latest
issue.
Cheers,
Bob
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ON THE FRONT COVER
Tony J. Flyer takes a look at Season 17 and examines the evidence on whether
this season was complete silliness or just misunderstood? Cover by Robert
Carpenter.
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“I don’t think Douglas Adams heralded a
new golden age of Doctor Whom by any
means. I think the Douglas Adams golden
age of Doctor Who is exactly four episodes
long and called ‘City of Death’.”
-Steven Moffat
There’s a widely-believed notion that the
Graham Williams/Douglas Adams era at
the helm of Doctor Who was somehow
‘just silly’ – and that this means it
necessarily ranks among the worst eras of
the show. In particular, Season 17 is held
up as the pinnacle of this silliness, and
poorly regarded as a result.
Happily of course, the fact that a lot of
people believe a thing in no way makes
the thing right or valid. After all, people
vote for world-endangering sociopaths on
a regular basis while believing
wholeheartedly in the fundamental
decency of their representatives.

through that prism, a lot of things fall into
place. It’s never stated outright, but the
idea that these are low-powered,
degraded Daleks that have gone down an
unprofitable evolutionary alleyway is
everywhere under the surface of the
script. This is essentially “Idiocracy of the
Daleks” – a warning of what can happen if
you rely too much on technology and not
enough on your animal instincts.

Hopefully, the received wisdom among
some Doctor Who fans that Season 17 is
risible and that it deserves its bad reviews
will be mitigated to some degree by the
recent release of Season 17 as part of the
Collection series of Blu-rays.
But as a Doctor Who fan who joined the
fandom on 1st September 1979 with the
first episode of “Destiny of the Daleks”,
I’m here to tell you that Season 17 is
better than you’ve ever believed.

most ineffectual Dalek rants in the show’s
history.

But there’s also a whole heck of a lot to
love about “Destiny”. Essentially, it’s an
Let’s take a stroll through the season, and allegory for an age ahead of its own. The
appreciate the finer points of what is
Daleks have so far lost their organic
much more than a ‘table wine’ run of
cunning as to behave as though they’re
Doctor Who stories.
completely without that native spark of
animalistic ruthlessness, and so, whereas
Destiny of the Daleks
for instance, previous encounters with
aggressive machine species like the
Now, there’s no arguing with the fact that Mechanoids left no-one in any doubt that
some elements of “Destiny of the Daleks” the Daleks would ultimately triumph,
could have been improved with a sacksful they’ve been locked in a stalemate of
of cash and a slightly toned-down
battle with the Movellans for centuries,
approach to comedy. The Daleks look old and have come in search of their creator –
and battered, the Davros mask looks
the primal template for their species in
positively moth-eaten, and some of the
both its mechanical and organic elements
nonsense the Daleks chant this time out is – to help them break a deadlock around
patently absurd – the multiple cries of “Do which their mechanistic myopia won’t let
not move!” to a patently non-moving
them see.
Romana, and the entirely bizarre “Seek!
Locate!...Do Not Deviate!” are among the Once you look at “Destiny of the Daleks”

They don’t know there’s a more direct
route down to Davros’ bunker? No,
because they’re Doofus-Daleks. They can’t
climb after the Doctor while he baits
them, even though Daleks have used
gravity discs previously in the show. No,
because they’re Doofus-Daleks. They
don’t understand the concept of individual
sacrifice to win the bigger game. No,
because they’re – you get the idea…
While it may not have been actively
designed as such, the hindsight that
watching “Destiny of the Daleks” forty
years on gives you makes sense of a lot of
the issues that made it seem initially low
impact, and it does it within the universe
of the story. These are desperate Daleks,
clueless compared to many generations of
their predecessors, in need of an organic
intelligence, but unable to admit that any
organic intelligence – except perhaps one
– can have anything to teach them.
They’re Daleks becoming nothing more
than machine-adjuncts, and as the Master
ISSUE 39 | WHOTOPIA | 5

Now, it’s true that the actual Mona Lisa
plan is beyond demented when you have
enough points in history to pay with. The
Count’s house is naturally stuffed with
historical treasures, and we hear of the
sale of rare books to raise even more
money, but sure, the Mona Lisa thing is
bizarre.
The point about “City of Death” is that you
never at any point care how bizarre the
central plot is because the performances
are joyous all the way down the line, and
the dialogue is the kind of thing you get if
you give Douglas Adams a weekend, an
awful lot of black coffee and no way out.
At the risk of being heinously obvious,
“City of Death” is an absolute work of art,
and you can rarely put it on without
seeing the whole thing through to the
John Cleese and Eleanor Bron gag at the
end.
was to say of the Cybermen decades later
when apprised of their plans to become
entirely robotic, “Well…that’s a bit
rubbish.” In a sense, “Destiny of the
Daleks” is what happens to a species when
data becomes more important than
experience – which is worth remembering
in our hyper-connected, information-rich
age.
City of Death
Rightly acknowledged as one of the best
stories in the whole of at least Classic
Who, it’s very much the ‘bouquet’ of “City
of Death” that gives it its timeless quality.
From the Parisian location shooting to the
boundlessly positive energy between Tom
Baker and Lalla Ward, to the seriously
above-average work on costumes and
models, to the joy of understatement that
is the central performance by Julian
Glover.
What’s more, it’s easy to sympathise with
the nominal villain, Scaroth. From his
point of view, he’s just doing what he
needs to do in order to save his species
from extinction. The fact that if he
succeeds, he’ll undo all life on Earth since
the dawn of its existence is just a side
effect.
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The Creature From The Pit
Yes, yes, we know – the Creature looks
like a glowing green garbage bag with a
most unfortunate appendage.
But what you actually get in “The Creature
From The Pit” is a story that warns against
private monopolies, magnates who
control access to materials, and re-runs
one of the oldest Doctor Who maxims –
never judge by appearances.

The Lady Adrasta (Myra Frances) starts off
presenting the perfect suave aristocratic
front (akin to City of Death’s Count
Scarlioni), and by the end, with her
monopoly threatened, her torture of the
Creature (Erato) exposed and her people
turning against her, she’s a screeching,
foot-stamping monster, her smooth
façade in tatters (more akin to “The Horns
of Nimon’s” Soldeed – of whom, more in a
moment). So, while everyone’s obsessing
about the Creature’s appendage, what
they miss is the parable of fragility in the
rich and powerful, the like of whom
should probably be prevented from
holding sway over the fate of an entire
nation or planet. Again, Season 17 has
lessons to teach us even today.
Weirdly, with hindsight, it’s not the
Creature that’s the most noteworthy
negative about this story, but the Fagin
Factor of Morris Barry’s Tollund, running a
gang of clueless metal-scroungers and
bringing them home to his kvetching self.
But the core story of “The Creature From
The Pit” gives us plenty of positive lessons
to take away, and should be allowed out
of the creature-effect sin bin after all
these years.
Nightmare of Eden
Before there were emotions as narcotic

patches in the era of the Tenth Doctor,
“Nightmare of Eden” was Doctor Who’s
take on the damage that can be done by
drugs and drug pushers. Yes, it’s also a
story of what is basically a space traffic
jam, and there’s no getting away from the
fact that the Mandrells, bless ’em, look
like they were created on zero budget for
an amateur dramatic show, but again if
you look at the core of the story, its heart
is pure, and for any young viewer who
might have been targeted by dealers in
school (and certainly for parents of schoolage kids), “Nightmare of Eden” was a
message straight down the camera lens.
Drugs are bad – the Doctor says so. Tom
Baker’s toneless “Go away” to the drug
smuggler at the end is non-negotiable. If
you do this, you don’t get to be in the
Doctor’s universe.
The Horns of Nimon
What’s the appeal of “The Horns of
Nimon”? Many people struggle with it,
because it’s a space-age re-write of a
Greek myth, and generally, Classic Doctor
Who didn’t do well with re-writes of Greek
myths (see also, “Underworld”). But “The
Horns of Nimon” actually does its job both
cleverly and well, making its innocent
victims as melodramatically innocent as
the original Greek myth demands they
should be, and the Nimon themselves a
ISSUE 39 | WHOTOPIA | 7

visually striking villain that works, shall we take advantage of any leniencies or
say, better than the likes of the Creature
loopholes.
from the pit and the Mandrells. What you
get most of all from “The Horns of Nimon” So let’s just re-cap:
is the importance one life can have.
Without the Doctor and Romana’s
Destiny of the Daleks – The danger of a
intervention, the Nimons’ plans to invade
life drowning in data but with paralysed
Skonnos would have succeeded. Without
instincts.
the actions of Seth, the young Anethan,
City of Death – A straightforward alien
events would have turned out very
threat story, but one of the best in
differently. And Soldeed (Graham
nearly sixty years.
Crowden), the religious zealot, eventually
Creature From The Pit – An object
comes to realise the slaughter he has
lesson in the pathologically, not to say
sanctioned and controlled. While the
lethally brittle egos of the rich and
Nimon might well have sparked interest in
powerful
the Greek myth of the minotaur, the real
The Nightmare of Eden – Drugs are bad.
lessons of the story are
about the importance
of standing up to
oppression and
tyranny, even if it wears
the authority of
religion.

Does it have its problems? Of course – the
dilapidated Daleks, the deeply
unfortunate Creature design, the floppyarmed Mandrells, perhaps too much
melodrama in Graham Crowden’s
Soldeed, and the massively poor choice of
costume for Skagra. But almost every
season of Doctor Who has faults you can
pick at, and Season 17’s infamy is unfairly
trumpeted on the basis of some of these
faults and some perhaps inappropriately
funny dialogue.
Besides, as we’ve mentioned in regard to
“City of Death”, Season 17 has one of the
most vibrant, positive relationship
dynamics between a
Doctor and their
companion
(undoubtedly
bolstered by the reallife relationship
between Tom Baker
and Lalla Ward).

Shada
And then of course,
there’s “Shada”. The
story never broadcast
in its entirety due to
industrial action, since
reconstituted in more
ways than any other.
“Shada” is without
question an odd affair
with an unusual villain
in Skagra the Sartorially
Challenged (Christopher Neame) and his
big brain-sucking ball. But – as has been
documented many times already – what
Shada is really about is crime and
punishment, and how advanced societies,
such as we strive to be, deal with the need
to provide punishment and balance that
with compassion. “Shada” is the Time Lord
version of a top security prison, where the
key is not so much thrown away as
severely hidden and then forgotten about.
What price rehabilitation for the criminals
The Horns of Nimon – Stand up against
who end up in a place like that? Professor
oppression if you want it to end
Chronotis, an old friend of the Doctor’s, is
Shada – Compassion in the penal
an object lesson in the danger of not
system
allowing for rehabilitation in any form,
while to some extent, Skagra is the
Sure – Season 17 is just so silly.
counter-argument that some criminals
8 | WHOTOPIA | ISSUE 39

It features Tom Baker
seeming to have
found a new zest for
the show and the
character (a zest that
was started to sour
not long after the end
of Season 17, when a
new, more serious
and – can we say it
just once – po-faced
creative direction was
embarked upon).
It features Lalla Ward as the Second
Romana, absolutely nailing her character
to the hearts of fans everywhere, which is
no mean feat considering she was
following Mary Tamm in the role.
It features dialogue by Douglas Adams,
sometimes more noticeably than others.
And, because we haven’t mentioned them
yet, it features an almost ridiculously
strong line in secondary characters, and
the actors to fill them.
“Destiny” is sprinkled with unusual names
– Tony Osoba, Suzanne Danielle, and
David Yip among them.

“City of Death” matches Catherine
Schell with Julian Glover, as well as
giving Tom Chadbon a great part as
Duggan, and of course featuring John
Cleese and Eleanor Bron in their storyending cameos.

penciltippublishing.wordpress.com/chromakey

“Creature From The Pit” brings the
phenomenal double-act of Eileen Way
as Karela and Geoffrey Bayldon as
Organon, both of whom give us a lot
more in their performance than is
written on the page.
“Nightmare of Eden” puts David Daker
back in Doctor Who (after his showstealing performance as Irongron in
“The Time Warrior”), and allows him
to play an entirely different range of
emotions and scenes.
“The Horns of Nimon” finally brings
Graham Crowden into the Doctor Who
family (after he turned down the lead
role that was taken up by Tom Baker).
And “Shada” brings Denis Carey as
Professor Chronotis, the first of his
three notable roles in the show (The
Keeper in “The Keeper of Traken” and
the Borad in “Timelash” being the
others).
You can’t bring serious storytelling
power with messages aplenty, a
revitalised Doctor, a fresh new
companion, dialogue by a bestselling
genius, and a cast so richly peppered
with serious acting talent and then get
casually dismissed as ‘the silly season.’
It’s time to take another look at
Season 17, and recognize it for what it
is – a season full of fantastic ideas,
huge, even Robert Homes quality
secondary characters, energy and
commitment, occasionally marred,
like most seasons of Classic Doctor
Who, by a bad design moment or a
budgetary failure.
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It Ain’t So!

This wasn’t intentional at all, but I realized
recently that I had gone a year without
actively watching Doctor Who. And I don’t
just mean not watching brand new Who; I
mean, any of it. No repeats, no Blu-rays,
no… anything.
If that sounds unthinkable, well, fair
enough. I’d agree with you. Especially
2010 Me, who loved Doctor Who through
and through, even the rubbish bits, even
the stuff other fans were embarrassed
about. I can generally find something
positive to say about anything — “The
Horns of Nimon, The Twin Dilemma, Time
and the Rani”. Actually, I enjoy “Time and
the Rani”.
Yet here I was, having not seen anything in
about a year. Probably more. Okay, I
might’ve caught the end of “The Vampires
of Venice” on Watch or something, but I’d
had no desire to stick on a DVD or try out
the latest edition of The Collection. I’d not
properly seen any full episodes. This is
unremarkable for most people: the
viewers who might see a snatch of the
Doctor at Christmas, but don’t really tune
in regularly. But I’m a fan. I’m the cofounder of a Doctor Who site! I’ve written
non-fiction Doctor Who books! I went to
a Doctor Who Escape Room for my
birthday! This — is — weird.
It’s genuinely not something I thought
would ever happen. I have what’s
probably called an obsessive personality,
at least to some degree, and I think most

Reluctantly...

fans of something do. So I’ll pay great
attention to anything Marvel, for instance.
It follows that, after watching Doctor
Who since 2005, it’s not likely to fall out of
favour with me. I used to watch, say, an
episode a day, generally speaking. Maybe
I’d stick on a classic episode while I ate
lunch, or I’d have an Eleventh Doctor
marathon spread across a few weeks.
Either way, Doctor Who has always
brought me great joy.
So what happened?

just being alive, carrying on, with the dull
weight of sadness sitting on your
shoulders, ready at any moment to pull
you further down. What I often do when I
have slumps is cheer myself up with some
form of entertainment, and that
frequently meant Doctor Who.

I’m certainly not unique in admitting that
this last year hasn’t been the best of my
life. It’s not really been related to COVID,
although the frustrations and implications
have naturally played a part. But stuff has
happened, as it tends to do, and there
have been numerous slumps. You end up

Somehow, these past 12 months, Doctor
Who stopped being there for me, and I say
that rather reluctantly. Because I’m very
cautious about these sorts of statements;
the social media-bred statements about
what lessons a TV show has taught us,
how a movie changed our life, blah blah
blah. That’s the thing with any sort of
entertainment: it cannot be
underestimated, and it cannot be
overestimated.

“The Rings of Akhaten” makes me
smile. “Vincent and the Doctor” gives me
chills. “Rose” still takes me back to those
heady days.

I’m very aware that Doctor Who is (or
should be) about a quirky waif who dots
about time, saving places, having fun, and
offering people confectionery.
Similarly, Doctor Who means a lot more
than that to a lot of people, myself
included. It has changed my life, but
equally, it isn’t my life.
Admittedly, some of my detachment
for Doctor Who stems from not just the
Thirteenth Doctor era but specifically the
Timeless Child thing. I don’t really care
ISSUE 39 | WHOTOPIA | 11

how others justify it — “the Morbius Doctors were always
canon!”; “the story isn’t done yet!”; “it puts the Who back
into Doctor Who!” — because for me, it’s messed things
up. Doctor Who, again to me, has always been one long story,
and the inconsistencies have always been explainable. I went to
great lengths to highlight that in 100 Objects of Doctor Who: you
can make everything work if you want it to. Adding “the First
Doctor wasn’t the first; he was never from Gallifrey; and Time
Lord existence has always been founded on child abuse” to that
ongoing narrative just taints it all. I don’t care for it anymore. It
feels like such a letdown. So when you try to cheer yourself up
by experiencing Doctor Who again, it’s accompanied by little
voices in your head saying, “remember how happy this used to
make you?”

now.’ I’m not done-done, obviously. The DWC (ED: Doctor Who
Companion) has been going mercifully strong these past 12
months, I’ve lots of Doctor Who projects coming up, and I’m still
excited by plans for the site. It’s just that something within me
has altered for now.

Nonetheless, I’ve enjoyed the first 12 Doctors’ eras and they still
mean a lot to me. There are some parts of the Thirteenth Doctor
era I’ve thought were okay too, like “The Witchfinders, Nikola
Tesla’s Night of Terror”, and even, whisper it, “Orphan 55”. I still
write about Doctor
Who most days,
and heck, we even
made a Doctor
Who
Companion Annual
over Christmas. My
relationship with
the show is…
curious, at best.

And, of course, as soon as I was aware of that one-year
millstone, I realized I had to see Doctor Who soon. That’s what I
did. On the 23rd of November, it seemed right to break the cycle
and pop “An Unearthly Child” on TV.

Marvel, too, has
had a similar effect
on my life (more
so, in truth), but
curiously, my love
of that has never
decreased, even
after nearly 30 years; I’ve not enjoyed everything, obviously, but
there’s always been something there for me. Marvel has
always been there for me, and that might be why the
juxtaposition with Doctor Who has felt so extreme.
Some of this might come from the abundance of other media.
We got Disney+, so instead of sticking on “Frontios” again, I’ve
opted for rewatches of Marvel shows (including, most thrillingly,
the 1990s Spider-Man and X-Men animations that first got me
into comics, but also some more recent series like The Avengers:
Earth’s Mightiest Heroes), or The Simpsons (a perennial
favourite). Or the wealth of amazing documentaries available
from National Geographic. There’s always so much to see.
I suppose this is how it is with things we love. I recall being
aghast at hearing Peter Capaldi admit that he once moved on
from his favourite show and decided to burn much of his Doctor
Who collection. While I’d never go that far, I understand that
need to put things to one side and admit, ‘I’m done with that for
12 | WHOTOPIA | ISSUE 39

It feels odd, not having that desire to watch Doctor Who. You
could argue that, in a way, acknowledgment of that lack of
desire equals desire itself too. Is that desire to watch? Or desire
to feel like you used to when you did watch? I’m not sure.
Nonetheless, all this might be a tad disingenuous: I have
sometimes thought, ‘oh, I fancy rewatching “The Aztecs” or
‘man, I’ve not seen “Smile” in ages’. Then life carries you
onwards and you don’t get around to it.

It’s The End?

The perfect way to end
this article would,
naturally, be to say
that it reignited my
love for the show, that
I immediately stuck
on The Cave of Skulls,
and haven’t looked
back since. Sadly, that
wouldn’t be true.
Fortunately, that’s not
the end of the story.

Because “An Unearthly
Child” did make me
smile. It made me
remember that my
love for Doctor Who hasn’t gone. I got a giddy little thrill thinking
about all the adventures that are still to come when Barbara
says, “It’s silly, isn’t it? I feel frightened. As if we’re about to
interfere in something that is best left alone.”
“Twice Upon A Time” seemed to echo my thoughts: “Doctor
Who, I let you go”. But perhaps it brought in change, that’s all. A
new era of my love of Doctor Who. You could call it a
regeneration, but more realistically, I think it’s a realization, that
things once lost can be discovered again.
This article originally appeared on
“The Doctor Who Companion” website
(thedoctorwhocompaion.com).
Reprinted by permission.

n Character focuses on character
profiles but is much more than typical
character information. Rather, a
writer takes a character and analyses
the reasons they are the way they are.
What is their motivation as a baddie? Or as a
goodie?

his arrogant personality best. Max is generally
a shortened form of Maximilian, meaning
“greatest” and Max Capricorn certainly regards
himself as the greatest. His tagline for his
company, ‘Max Capricorn Cruiseliners’ is, “The
fastest, the furthest. The best. And I should
know, because…My name is Max”. His
promotional videos, repeating these phrases,
As with all fictional characters, Doctor Who
are played continuously throughout his Titanic
characters have a past that informs their
space-cruise liner, encapsulating his character
present. What is this influence? How does their and personality and giving a very stark picture
life experience impact their personality? As
of the cold-hearted, ruthless, self-centred and
well as what they reveal about themselves in
sadistic Max Capricorn. It is abundantly clear
spoken dialogue, what is their
internal voice? What do they love,
what do they hate, and what do they
fear? What secrets are they keeping?
And why?

minds, truth and falsehoods are flexible
concepts. Max Capricorn is certainly one of
these characters. He tells lies whilst also living
a lie. It becomes such a way of life for him that
it must be difficult for him to distinguish
between what is truth and what is a lie. His aim
is to make money, to maintain his power, and
when necessary, transfer the blame to
someone else. His scheme to sabotage the
Titanic space-cruise liner, kill everyone on
board whilst protecting himself inside his
indestructible “impact chamber” and frame his
former board of directors for murder is
another example of his dishonesty
and duplicity.

In addition to being a liar, Max
Capricorn is also greedy. As with
many great villains, his motivation
The purpose of the feature is to
and measure of success is
profile a character but with the
materialism and avarice. Like
emphasis on an analysis of their
Ebenezer Scrooge, whose greed
motivation. Above all, what drives
turns him into an uncharitable cynic,
them to be the character they are?
Capricorn would rather keep his
money than help others. His
********
intention to bankrupt the company
whilst himself living a luxurious
Max Capricorn is a capricious, greedy
retirement on Penhaxico Two is not
businessman from the planet Sto. He is the
that he is only interested in himself as he is
unexpected for such a character. A comparison
main antagonist in the 2007 Christmas Special willing to go to any, and all lengths, to protect could also be made with Lex Luthor, whose
of Doctor Who, “Voyage of the Damned”. His
himself and his business. Known for his
quest for money, power and influence is allname is an important reflection of his
trademark gold tooth that flashes whenever he consuming. What is common across all such
personality. In the Zodiac signs, Capricorn
introduces himself, this status symbol is an
characters is how their willingness to lie and
stands for ‘horned goat’ which is perhaps not
ostentatious sign of his wealth.
their obsession with wealth robs them of their
the most favourable interpretation of a name
humanity, their compassion and their social
but is quite fitting for Max Capricorn. For those Max Capricorn is a man of secrets, only letting conscience.
who believe in astrology, the negative traits of people know what he wants them to know.
a Capricorn’s personality include being
And the biggest secret of all is that he is part
Capricorn’s demise when he was thrown into
suspicious, stubborn, disparaging and
Cyborg. To hide this fact from the humanoids
the storm drive, (ably supported by Astrid Peth
materialistic, all of which certainly apply to
of his home planet Sto, who were very
and a forklift truck) was both spectacular and
Max. An additional shared characteristic is that prejudiced against cyborgs, he ran his company deserved. This was certainly the comeuppance
he is steadfast in his belief that he is always
via hologram. But this means he is in fact a
moment that was warranted for such a villain.
correct and will hold a grudge against anyone
liar. And he is not alone. From Prospero in
Sadly, as is common with villains there is a high
who challenges him. This is certainly what
Shakespeare’s The Tempest to Gatsby in F.
price to pay in collateral damage. In this case it
happens when his board of directors vote him Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby, there are a was the death of Astrid who ultimately
out after he has ruined the company.
prolific number of liars in literature, sacrificed herself to save the Earth and the
characters who present a very different story
Doctor, and to ensure Max Capricorn was
However, it is his first name that perhaps fits
to the truth for their own benefit. In their
destroyed forever.
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It used to be a fantasy of mine to one day own a complete set of Doctor
Who books in hardback on my bookshelves. The first book would
contain all the “Adventures of the First Doctor” and the last book in the
series would be the “Adventures of the Final Doctor.” These
compilations known in the publishing world, as I recently ordered a
hardback containing the four books in Douglas Adams’ - “Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy” - series. But I suppose the Doctor Who novels sell
particularly well as single stories so that there is no need to go down the
omnibus route.
In recent years there have been reprints of some of the novelizations of
classic Doctor Who stories along with new novel adaptations of more
recent stories, as well as ones which took some time to gain copyright
clearances like “The Pirate Planet” and “The Resurrection of the
Daleks.”
In July 2022, the BBC are due to publish five new novelizations under
the Target imprint. Three of these books come from the post-2005
seasons – “The Fires of Pompeii, The Zygon Invasion” and “The Eaters of
Light.” The other two stories, “The Stones of Blood” and “The Androids
of Tara” have seen publication before. Previously they were written by
Terrance Dicks, but these new versions have been written by David
Fisher, the original author of the scripts. These Fisher versions were
previously released in audio form on C.D. With them appearing in book
form, - is there hope of the Nigel Robinson version of “An Unearthly
Child” - a fully written novelization which was planned for release on
C.D but sadly never materialized - appearing too? The interesting
question is do we really need two versions of “The Stones of Blood” and
“The Androids of Tara” in novel form? I admit that while these two
stories are not the best loved among the Doctor’s many adventures, it is
always interesting to read a novelization written by the original
scriptwriter. Some fans have pointed out that they are a strange
release as they form part of “The Key to Time” season which was
composed of six connected stories and only one other of them – “The
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Pirate Planet” -has been given a recent
release. However, I feel that all six stories
can stand well enough on their own.
Some other fans have worried about
where to slot these two Fisher books into
their chronological order of the Doctor’s
TV adventures. But to put the Doctor Who
books in an agreed order is exceedingly
difficult to do and there will be many
disagreements over the ‘proper order.’
Should “Shada” for example be
placed after “The Horns of Nimon”
or after “Survival” along with “The
Pescatons and “Slipback”?
And
where do adventures like “The
Nightmare Fair” and “The Ultimate
Evil” go?
The first Doctor Who novelization
to appear in the shops - was
“Doctor Who in an Exciting
Adventure with the Daleks.” This
while being an excellently written
novel, was quite different in many
places to what was contained in
Terry Nation’s original seven
scripts. The beginning of the book
had a different reason for the
Doctor meeting Ian and Barbara.
The events of “An Unearthly Child”
were completely forgotten about
and Ian and Barbara only meet
each other as a result of an
accident.
David Whitaker’s
decision to narrate the events of
“The Dead Planet” from Ian’s point
of view was fascinating but it
meant that some parts of the seven
scripts did not show up in the
novel.
So, by 1964 we have two versions
of the first Dalek serial. This was to be
followed by a third when the film “Doctor
Who and the Daleks” went on general
release. This time the Doctor was an Earth
scientist, Susan was much younger, and
Ian and Barbara were played very
differently to either their TV or book
counterparts. The film in these days was
only to be seen if a cinema or TV station
happened to show it. The original serial
was not accessible either so only the book
version could be visited repeatedly.
Only two other Doctor Who adventures

were novelized in the 1960s: “The Web
Planet” and “The Crusade” and both were
authored by their original scriptwriters.
Both added material not previously seen
on TV and were enjoyable reads. In some
ways it is strange that the only Doctor
Who adventure from season two which
has missing episodes in the archive is “The
Crusade.” It was a shame no other 1960s
adventure was novelized during that

when I was visiting a bookshop to discover
that the original three novels had been
republished by a company called “Target.”
Two of the original three books – The
Dalek one and the Crusader one – had
been published by two different
companies but no new novels had then
appeared.
Doctor Who was doing particularly well in
the early 1970s with Jon Pertwee
taking over the Doctor’s cloak –
could this mean more novelizations
at last? Being a member of “The
Doctor Who Fan Club” at this time I
discovered from Keith that “Target”
was
indeed
creating
new
novelizations written by a number of
the scriptwriters. I was delighted
with this news and the early novels
in this series like “The Auton
Invasion”; “The Cave Monsters”;
“The Doomsday Weapon” and “The
Abominable
Snowmen”
being
particularly appreciated.

In the years that followed I regularly
sent letters to various Target editors
asking what their future plans were
for the series. I was delighted when
I was sent their catalogues but was
disappointed when the only new
Hartnell novel was “The Dalek
Invasion of Earth.” I kept suggesting
other titles which should see print,
with little success. The main reason
probably being the fact that for
most of “Target” ’s life Doctor Who
kept on having new adventures
which seemed to be often given
priority. However, “The Five Faces of
Doctor Who” meant that we finally
decade. As fans had no way of seeing the got a novelisation of “An Unearthly Child”
original stories again, these books were an which I was delighted with.
acceptable alternative. I know that at the
time when Doctor Who moved into colour Over the years Terrance Dicks managed
in the 1970s, I felt that I would never see most of the novelisations with Malcolm
the monochrome adventures ever again. I Hulke, Brian Hayles, Barry Letts and Ian
was quite happy with the three serials that Marter contributing a few between them.
had been novelized because there was a Sadly, David Whitaker did not get a chance
historical adventure in the trio of books, to write his proposed novelization of “The
which was very much a part of the series Enemy of the World.” However, Terrance
in its earliest and – in my opinion – best was always there to novelize not only his
days.
own scripts but the scripts of other writers
too. Unfortunately, unlike his earliest
I remember being somewhat surprised books, many of the later ones were a little
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As far as I was concerned, it was
usually more interesting for the
original scriptwriter to novelize his
or her work than to have
somebody carrying it out. Some
of the later seasons of the show
saw more books by their original
scriptwriters. And as for the
Hartnell adventures, - I was
particularly pleased with William
Emms’ “Galaxy 4”; Glyn Jones’
“The Space Museum”; and - Paul
Erickson’s “The Ark”. I was glad
to see Victor Pemberton’s “Fury
from the Deep” ended up as a
much longer than usual novel.
However, I was disappointed
that “The War Games” and
“Marco Polo” did not receive
similar treatment.
Some of the novels deviated
from the scripts in quite
significant ways like “The
Massacre” but I was always
on the short side and did not elaborate happier when a novel did this
much on the original scripts. But they rather than keeping strictly to
were always enjoyable to read, and it is what was originally written.
great testimony to Terrance that he
encouraged many reluctant readers to That in many ways is why I
discover the pleasure of reading for was so delighted with the recent colour
themselves.
animations. It was great to see these
original 1960s stories in a modern medium
and I have no problem with the fact that
”Galaxy 4” now has four main versions –
the TV serial, the novel, the narrated
soundtrack and the animation.
Terrance Dicks used to say that he
authored his novels so that as accurate a
version as possible would play in the
reader’s head. Since the release on video,
DVD and Blu-ray, fans can have access to
most of the stories in their original form.
So apart from novelizations of the
“missing episodes” do modern fans have
any need to have new novels published
based on readily available stories?
There is room for a series of new
novelization of all the adventures
broadcast since 2005, especially if they are
written by their original scriptwriters or
writers who can add something different
to the original scripts. A delightful story
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can always be “well told” in many
different ways.
If you’d like to read more about the Target
Doctor Who books, you might be interested in
purchasing a copy of Pencil Tip Publishing’s
“Target Trawl” by Nick Mellish. Available at:
www.lulu.com/spotlight/penciltippublishing
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With the upcoming departure of Doctor
Who showrunner Chris Chibnall, and the
return of Russell T. Davies, we thought it
would be an interesting idea to ask select
fans what they would do if they were
appointed the series new showrunner.
Fan opinion can be quite critical at times,
and fan opinion can make for some
interesting observation. So sit back, relax
and join this issues host, Ian McLachlan,
as we ask him, “What would you do if
you were Doctor Who showrunner?”

to come back while
another wants only
new monsters, and yet
another wants no
aliens at all (think:
“The Enemy of the
World”).

For some people,
whether they enjoy a
particular season of
Doctor Who depends largely on whether
or not they like the companions the
As someone who has watched Doctor Who Doctor travels with. Some fans might have
ever since “An Unearthly Child” was first
loved the stories featuring K9 while there
broadcast, I would maintain there are in
will be others who felt his inclusion made
fact many different versions of the
the series more childish. If there are
programme, all of which go under the
seasons with companions who the viewers
umbrella title of Doctor Who. As a result, it can personally identify with, then the
is perfectly possible to be a fan of one era
of the show and dislike another.
Sometimes, the deciding factor is the
character of the Doctor. Sometimes it is
the production values of the episodes.
Some like humour; others hate it. Some
fans want realism; others yearn for
fantasy. Maybe one fan wants the Daleks
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stories may be more fulfilling. Right from
the start, viewers had two companions in
Ian and Barbara who were audience
identification figures although in many
ways Susan, and later on Vicki, also
fulfilled that role. To have a TARDIS crew
composed of aliens only, like in the “Key
to Time” season, might prove to be
problematic to some viewers,
and others might not have been
comfortable with the TARDIS
team which was composed of
two historical characters in
Jamie and Victoria.
At the moment, we are at an

interesting point in Doctor Who’s history
with Chris Chibnall having completed all
his episodes and Russell T. Davies about to
begin producing his second batch of
episodes. As I write this, I know nothing
about Russell’s plans for season fourteen,
although these may be clearer by the time
this article is published. I find it easier to
say what I would not like to see in the
fourteenth season, rather than what I
would like to see in it. There is a common
view that the BBC was not altogether
happy with the most recent seasons of the
show. While they “ticked a lot of boxes”
they were not as popular among the
general public as had been hoped. Doctor
Who is an expensive show to make, and to
justify its cost, it must not only be popular
again but be so popular that a large
amount of international sales and
merchandise can be generated as well.
So, supposing instead of Russell, I were
the showrunner, what would I do? Firstly,
while I know the casting of the Doctor is
important, so too is the choice of the
companions. The audience should find at
least one of them identifiable. Sadly, I feel
in recent times, the makers have tried to
make both the Doctor and the
companions people
we can identify with.
Personally, I feel this
is a great mistake, and
that what worked for
the show right from
the start was that the
Doctor was different
to the humans who
travelled with him. In
the beginning, most of the mysteries that
surrounded his “early life” and origins
were unknown to the audience—but that
did not matter. So, I would bring back the
mystery of the character.

I would also choose to have
the Doctor played by a male
actor the way that the role
was played until the
thirteenth version. That does
not mean that the female
companion can’t be strong in
other ways than the Doctor.
Barbara was a strong
personality; she also had a
more caring side to her than the original
Doctor ever had.

hoped there could perhaps be a
companion series alongside the main one
featuring either Rose or Martha. The
Sarah Jane Adventures worked well with
Elizabeth Sladen who, while still a
companion, took on a Doctor-like role.

The recent six-episode version of “Shada”
on the seventeenth season Blu-ray boxset
was the most effective version of that
story I have consumed. Personally, I think
the series works best as a collection of
twenty-five-minute episodes. However,
this new season should be made such that
Who would I cast in the role of the
overseas companies could stick two
fourteenth Doctor? I would go for an actor episodes together to fill an hour slot.
of “many faces,” and that would be
Michael Sheen. He won a recent Radio
As to what kind of adventures the TARDIS
Times poll to choose who should be the
team might have, I would suggest stories
new Doctor, and I think he would be
set in the past, future, alien worlds and
eminently suitable. He has worked on
sideways in space and time. Some of the
several occasions
most interesting
with David
episodes for me
Tennant and his
were ones that
casting might
were set
encourage David
“sideways” like
to reappear in the
“Edge of
series too. I feel
Destruction,”
an older actor
“The Mind
playing that part
Robber” and
fits it best.
“Amy’s Choice.”
The show should go back to being a
However, if it is to be a much younger
collection of stories which were as
character actor, I would suggest one of the different from each other as possible. If
following—Luke Pasqualino, Aidan Turner, you halve the length of the episodes, you
Damien Molony or Harry Lloyd.
increase the number of weeks the show is
on air. It could be followed by a series of
As regards the companion, Lydia West,
Rose or Martha.
who has often been mentioned as a
possible Doctor, would be excellent. In
Unlike most TV science fiction series,
addition to these two. I think a robotic or Doctor Who has within its format the
alien second ability to travel all over the galaxies and in
companion
different time zones. It was originally
would work described as “an adventure in space and
well. Or
time,” and that should once again be its
possibly we main focus. Sometimes the stories might
could have
hide within them a “deeper meaning” like
the Doctor
“The Dead Planet” did with its
with two
examination of pacifism, but it should be
female
again a show which works on various
companions levels for different people. Because it was
like the fifth Doctor had with Nyssa and
like that in the beginning, it very quickly
Tegan.
gained an all-age audience who became
devoted to it. It can be that series all over
As regards losing a female actor for the
again.
leading role in Doctor Who, it would be
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EPISODE ONE

THE HALLOWEEN APOCALYPSE
REVIEW: AIDAN C. MATEAR

The return of Doctor Who on the feast of
Halloween was eagerly waited and much
anticipated. Titled, ‘The Halloween
Apocalypse’, this opening chapter
established that Doctor Who: Flux was
going to be a real treat. Apart from the
length of time since the last series, the
news that both the 13th Doctor, Jodie
Whittaker, and writer and showrunner,
Chris Chibnall would be stepping down,
led to particularly intense interest.
It immediately lived up to expectations
with an impressive opening. It starts with
no visual, just sound. The excitement and
anticipation turn to concern and anxiety
as thoughts of what is happening, where
is the episode, is the television broken,
has the BBC stopped broadcasting? Then,
just when the disquiet is building, the
Doctor appears.
Already in a heightened state of emotion,
there is an immediate sense of danger
with the Doctor and Yaz hanging upside
down above an ocean of acid. The special
effects are stunning as they right
themselves vertically and then fly through
the air holding onto the gravity bar. When
the bar breaks, they continue flying on
the two separate pieces, reminiscent of
Harry Potter on a badly behaved
broomstick. Suddenly they drop onto a
double bed in the TARDIS, giving
credence to the suggestion of a romance
between the Doctor and Yaz, the socalled Thasmin effect. And all of this
before the opening credits!

At the end of the opening credits, the
scene switches to Victorian England, - to
Liverpool, 1820, to be precise, with
Joseph Williamson and his tunnels. The
sense of travelling back through time is
established with sepia landscapes, tall
factory chimneys, smoke, and hard,
manual labour. The blending of fact with
fiction here works very well. Williamson
was a real landowner and philanthropist
who built a series of subterranean
tunnels under the Edge Hill area of
Liverpool. The exact reason he did so is
unknown, although there are many
theories, ranging from simply employing
the local poor to being a religious fanatic
who wanted to escape Armageddon by
going underground. However, the mazelike labyrinth lends itself very well to the
notion of different paths and portals

“This opening chapter
established that
Doctor Who: Flux
was going to be a
real treat.”
underground which are used to great
effect.
Back in the present day, 201 years later,
in full colour modern day Liverpool, Dan
is acting as a tour guide in the Museum of
Liverpool. The futuristic buildings of the
Liverpool waterfront are in sharp contrast
to the Victorian tunnels of the earlier
scenes. This is the first glimpse of the new
companion and his passion for Liverpool
is clear, particularly when it transpires
that he is not actually employed by the
museum, he just enjoys telling people
about the history of his home city.

in such a natural way. Indeed, only on rewatching the episode were many people
aware of her disability. So, although in
Series 12 Ryan was revealed to have
dyspraxia and it was rightly presented as
something he had to learn to live with
rather than overcome and become
‘better’, it is actually quite unusual for
Doctor Who to have representation for
people with disabilities. Prior to Ryan, and
now Di, generally only villains such as
Davros and John Lumic have appeared in
‘NuWho’ as characters with disabilities. It
is to be hoped that going forward more
opportunities will be taken to introduce
more regular characters, who happen to
have a disability.
The chapter moves on to the introduction
of Swarm. The transformation is creepy
and scary and there is the first actual
mention of Halloween when Swarm says,
“trick or treat, Doctor.” Back in the
TARDIS the Doctor says the date is 31st
October and Yaz replies, “Halloween”,
repeating the phrase, “trick or treat”.
The action switches to a food bank in
Liverpool where Dan is helping as a
volunteer. The message is that Dan is a
good bloke, a kind man who looks out for
other people. When offered food for
himself he refuses, saying he does not
need it. Something is watching, scanning
Dan and his colleague. It is unclear exactly
what it is, but it is possibly a Sontaran.
Dan returns home (which as he is a huge
Liverpool F.C. supporter, is of course in
the shadow of Anfield football ground)
where first children and then an adult
knock on his door to “trick or treat.” Two
more reminders that it is Halloween, and
the expectation of a Halloween
nightmare grows.

Suddenly the Karvanista smashes the
front door of Dan’s house with his ‘axe’, a
large, powerful, lethal weapon. There is a
moment of comedy when he mentions
Dan’s friend Diane appears. She does
his forbears and Dan replies you look
work in the museum and tells Dan, not
nothing like four bears. Karvanista, a
for the first time, that he needs to stop
pretending he works there. Diane is Dan’s Lupari officer, is perhaps one of the most
memorable characters in this episode –
love interest. She also has a shortened
part dog, part man, part bear. He is
right arm. It is refreshing to have a
character with a disability introduced and cuddly and cosy, strong and tough, loyal,
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and faithful, even when he does not want
to be. And he makes it clear that the last
place he wants to be is in Liverpool,
rescuing ‘his human’ from the Flux.
Despite his gruffness and brusque manner,
there is nothing to dislike about the
Lupari. Karvanista may not suffer fools
gladly and he may be reluctant to help
Dan, but he is a loyal friend and ally who
helps not only Dan but also the Doctor.
The meaning of names here is very
significant. Karva is the Finnish word for
fur, and Karvanista is certainly furry in
appearance. However, under the scientific
classification of animals, lupus is Latin for
wolf which is close to Lupari. The order is
Carnivora, and the genus is Canis. If any
animal species is going to assist the Doctor
or any of the companions, it is going to be
a canine (K-9).
When the Doctor and Yaz catch up with
the action, the TARDIS lands outside Dan’s
house. Again, there is a link to Liverpool
lore and a comedy moment with the
Doctor scanning with her sonic
screwdriver and declaring ‘Klopp era,’ of
course relating it to the current manager
of Liverpool football club, Jurgen Klopp.
She goes on to mention having watched
the Liverpool vs Barcelona football match
(May 2019), where Liverpool completed
one of the greatest ever comebacks in
football history. One of the stand-out
moments of the match was a cheeky,
quick corner kick taken by Trent Alexander
-Arnold which led to their fourth goal and
took them into the Champions League
final. The Doctor claimed she was once
Trent AA’s ball boy, implying she played a
part in the success of that night.
As the episode continues it is apparent
that this is a multithreaded story. Having
already met Dan, Di, Williamson,
Karvanista and Swarm, the fast and
furious pace continues with the
introduction of Claire, Vinder, a weeping
angel and Azure.

falling of the structure of the universe, a
cataclysm of unknown proportions, of
patterns, we don’t know for sure.”
Whatever is coming it is clearly not good.

I’m writing this review on 8th November
2021 the day after broadcast. The
remainder of “Flux”, however, lies unseen
This first episode ends with a pictorial
in my future, and from this perspective I
summary, with glimpses of Vinder, Claire, can confidently say that “War of the
Joseph Williamson, Di, Karvanista, a
Sontarans” is the most successful piece of
weeping angel, Sontarans, Swarm and
Doctor Who produced under Chris
Azure. The last scene sets up the rest of
Chibnall. It does all the things his vision of
the series with the Doctor saying, “the end Doctor Who has done right, which is a
of the universe, I always wondered what it reasonable amount, despite criticisms
would feel like.”
many have. And it takes serious steps in
the direction of addressing things that the
Overall numerous characters, places and
show hasn’t done as well or as
storylines are introduced. Clearly threads consistently under his stewardship. As
are being set up for the continuing story
frustrating as it may be that it took this
arc and although this could have been
long to get to that point, this is a really
totally overwhelming it worked extremely good piece of television and a great
well. Even though tangents are striking
Doctor Who story.
out in several directions there is a sense
that the whole story is under control,
With the announcement of Russell T.
setting up an exciting and busy series.
Davies' return to the show threatening to
overshadow all of Series 13, there is a
danger that stories like this become
forgotten - like the later days’ renaissance
of Season 26 when the writing was on the
wall, and no one was looking. But, instead
of looming cancelation its Bad Wolf
Productions off on the horizon that's
distracting everyone. Hopefully, this
serious upturn in quality continues
throughout the season. If it does, it has
the potential to fundamentally change the
way Jodie Whittaker's time on the show is
regarded, if not immediately after it ends
then perhaps in years to come similar to
how McCoy’s stature has grown. But, if
you’re reading this with the benefit of
hindsight and know that Azure turned out
to be The Rani in disguise and the epic
finale saw the Doctor directing the Lupari
The difficulty in reviewing “War of the
Sontarans”, existing as it does as one part fleet in battle against the Bandrils, then I
of a serialised story, lies at least partially in can only apologies and try to remind you
the fact that whether it is seen to succeed that at least “War of the Sontarans” is
worth a rewatch!
or fail in retrospect will always be reliant

EPISODE 2

WAR OF THE SONTARANS
REVIEW: GREG MAUGHAN

on what came after it and how Flux as a
whole landed. “The Halloween
Apocalypse” already looks better now
than it did last week. In isolation, the
opener suffered from at times feeling like
little more than a very long trailer to make
This is the point where the Flux is
up for the lack of pre-broadcast
introduced. The Doctor does not know
promotion. But, following “War of the
what it is, but Karvanista calls it “a
Sontarans” and with an indication that the
hurricane, ripping through the structure of series could deliver on what the opener
this universe, disrupting every particle, the
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teased, it's already looking a lot better.

Much has been made of the big,
fundamental changes that Chibnall has
made to Doctor Who lore. Some love it,
some hate it. I’m yet to find any Doctor
Who fan that is genuinely indifferent to it.
But, despite these ‘in universe’ changes,
very little has changed in relation to the
mechanics of the show and how stories
are told since Doctor Who returned to our
screens back in 2005. RTD was clear about

the influence behind bringing Doctor Who story forward. Having the Doctor make
back with 45-minute stand-alone
decisions, take action, drive a plot and
episodes. At the time, Buffy the Vampire
offer a solution really shouldn’t be such a
Slayer was an obvious touchstone and
revelation. But, for Whittaker’s Doctor I
lending this shape to the stories Doctor
think this is the first time she has
Who told made it feel fresh and
genuinely been given the space to do all
contemporary. Over 15 years later, that's these things in one story. It allows for her
no longer the case. We can only speculate strongest performance in the role yet.
as to whether
Makes you wonder
Chibnall planned a
what an alternate
“As frustrating as it
single serial like
universe version of
“Flux” or whether
the last two series
may be that it took
circumstances
where instead of
this long to get to
forced the decision
traveling with her
that point, this is a
onto him as a result
‘Fam’ she's travelling
of the reduced
alone or with a single
really good piece of
episode count and
companion would
television and a great have been like.
COVID working
restrictions. But, at
Doctor Who story.”
this stage it feels
As well as feeling
like a sensible shift.
paced and balanced,
“War of the Sontarans” felt more
the episode looks good too. The design
comfortably paced than Doctor Who has
work on the Sontarans is a vast
for a while.
improvement on their previous
appearances in the modern series and the
Separating the Doctor and Yaz allowed
best they’ve looked since “The Time
each space to deliver action that had an
Warrior”. Indeed, the latest incarnation of
impact on the story being told. Since
the clone race looks like a cross between
Whittaker debuted as the Doctor, to some the erstwhile Linx, and the more egg-like
extent she has struggled to make a mark
examples found in “The Two Doctors”.
in her own story. This is not a knock-on
Good to hear Commander Linx get a shout
Whittaker’s performance and I have really out too when the Sontaran high command
enjoyed her take on the material she’s
look to justify their obsession with
been given. But, with a central cast of four conquering Earth.
and the compressed narrative that 45minute stand-alone stories necessitates, it I’m sure I’m not the only viewer who got
has been a struggle to give each lead
initial “War Games” vibes from the
action, drive and agency in stories. Too
Crimean battlefield. The Doctor's first
often, Whittaker has suffered because of
interaction with Mary Seacole leading into
this with her Doctor seeming reactive
the reveal of a mounted Sontaran was
rather than proactive, with the actions
delivered wonderfully. Following that,
needed to drive a plot forwards given to
Dan’s line “She’s, like, a real person from
the rest of her ‘Fam’ or to supporting
history. And those Sontaran things,
characters.
they’re not part of history?” gave voice to
a section of the audience and summed up
the positive effect featuring historic
In “War of the Sontarans”, we have a
people of colour in the series has.
slimmed down TARDIS crew, so fewer
Although Chibnall's politics fall short in
moving parts to manage. We also have a
many other areas, you only have to look at
central narrative featuring the Sontarans, the number of ‘Who was Mary Secole?’which is this week's story, and a side
type articles that have appeared across sci
narrative in the Temple of Atropos. Early
-fi and media websites to see his position
in the game, Yaz is removed from this
on representation is an unequivocally
week's story, allowing her to interact with good thing.
events on the planet Time. While the
Doctor remains in the Crimean War and is I’m putting money on it now that the
the only one of our regulars driving this

Temple of Atropos turns out to hold the
origin story for the Weeping Angels. I’m
not convinced that revealing a backstory
for them will add anything, and it may well
take a lot away. On the other hand, I like
the idea of the big, odd sci-fi concepts that
the planet Time and the Temple of
Atropos hint at. You’ll know reading this
what paid off and what didn’t, but at time
of writing I’m quietly hopeful.
All-in-all, two episodes in there’s a lot to
be excited about and many questions yet
to be answered, not least of which is how
many untransmittable takes are there of
Whittaker demanding ‘What’s the Flux!?!’
and will they ever see the light of day as a
Blu-ray extra?

EPISODE THREE

ONCE, UPON TIME

REVIEW: DANIEL TESSIER
A somewhat divisive episode, “Once, Upon
Time” is, for my money, one of the best
episodes of Doctor Who in a long while.
"Once, Upon Time," feels like a genuinely
new and interesting approach to Doctor
Who, a dreamlike wander through the
main characters' lives that raises as many
questions as it answers. After two
episodes of seemingly disconnected setup, it feels like we're finally getting
somewhere, and there's a resolution
coming, even as new elements are still
being placed on the board.
While Chibnall's dialogue still includes
some clunky exposition, particularly from
the Doctor, on the whole the script is more
polished, and both stranger and easier to
follow than previous instalments.
Throwing the Doctor and her friends into
their timestreams is a clever way to
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explore them and the ongoing plot, while and why is Joseph Williamson's plans on
setting up little hints of the upcoming
Dan's virtual doorstep so important? Dan
story. Given the chance to play different
seems far to proactive and ready a time
roles as they step into other points in each traveller to just be some ordinary bloke,
other's lives, the actors are given a chance and Diane is later astonishingly capable.
to really show what they can do.
Either this is one of the many threads that
Whittaker and Gill are especially good in
remains dangling, waiting to be picked up
this respect, with Whittaker in particular
after Flux, or else it's just soppy writing.
showing just how
naturalistic and
The mystery of the
charismatic she can
Doctor's timestream
be when given the
is more interesting
“We don't really
right material.
though. It's clever
know Vinder yet, so
switching the Doctor
Jacob Anderson
having him appear as in for a different
stands out in a
version of her own
other characters
different way. We
character, with a
doesn't have the
don't really know
surprise appearance
Vinder yet, so
by Jo Martin as the
same impact…”
having him appear
Fugitive Doctor, at a
as other characters
point presumably
doesn't have the
prior to the events
same impact, especially considering he
of "Fugitive of the Judoon." We finally get
just poses as other soldiers. However, we a look at this Doctor working for the
finally get some exploration of who Vinder Division and being as ruthless as we've
is, what his background is and what drives been told she is. The planet Time, under
him. A noble soldier punished for doing
siege by the Ravagers, seems too visually
the right thing, Vinder is a genuinely
similar to Gallifrey for it to be coincidence,
strong character, and while it's arguably
and the Mouri too like the old image of
too late in the day to give him focus like
the Time Lords as godlike beings ruling
this, at least it's finally happened.
over time for it to be unintended. More
Anderson is great given a chance to do
mysterious still is Barbara Flynn's
more than simply react to things, giving a character, seemingly a powerful but
strong and subtle performance as the
uncaring being who is bothered more by
morally torn young man. In his flashback
the Doctor's conduct than the end of the
we also have some nicely sketched-in
universe (or rather, "this universe”). The
worldbuilding, as the Grand Serpent (a
eventual reveal isn't as exciting as it might
wonderfully selfish and grandiloquent
have been, but for this episode at least,
Craig Parkinson) manipulates the politics
the mystery is enticing.
of a distant part of the galaxy. He's a
strong villain, and while the eventual
Among the best things in the episode is
continuation of his story doesn't do him
the lovely Thaddea Graham from the sadly
justice, he stands out here.
cancelled The Irregulars. She's likeable and
impressive as the swift, smart and assured
Bishop isn't as good in his various roles,
Bel, a survivor in the post-Flux universe
but he brings enough charm to the
linked, perhaps a little predictably, to
proceedings to make up for it and he gets Vinder. Facing down a platoon of
more material to make Dan threeCybermen and sneaking past a phalanx of
dimensional, after the fluff of episode two. Daleks, she could give the Doctor a run for
He has strong chemistry with Nadia
her money. On the subject of familiar
Albina's Diane. There's a hint throughout monsters, I liked the use of Daleks and
the serial that there's something more to Cybermen as an aside, showing just how
either Dan or Diane, but while this doesn't dire the situation has become with the
go anywhere, it's hard to not to see the
universe on the brink and its most
suggestion here. Why else would the
ambitious powers fighting over the rubble.
Ravagers abduct Diane to pressure Dan,
They remain a minor part of the serial
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throughout, but it would be unlikely they
weren't involved somewhere if the
universe were under threat. Equally,
there's some good use of the Weeping
Angels, livening up Yaz's otherwise notterribly-exciting scenes and reminding us
of the mystery of Claire and her link to the
Doctor, nicely setting up Chapter Four.
"Once, Upon Time" balances the usual
Doctor Who timey-wimey nonsense and
silliness with an arresting mystery and
some gripping scenes. It's a shot in the
arm for the series, giving the serial some
needed mystery and momentum. While
it's understandably not to everyone's
taste, it's at least something different than
the usual run-around, even if there is still
too much time spent with the Doctor
breathlessly catching herself and us up on
the plot.

EPISODE FOUR

VILLAGE OF THE ANGELS
REVIEW: MATTHEW KRESEL

Of all of Modern Doctor Who's various
monsters and villains, the Weeping Angels
are perhaps the ones that have become
the most iconic. Introduced by Steven
Moffat in “Blink” (2007), these menacing
creatures that played upon the uncanny
valley fear of statues would return to
make appearances throughout that
writer's tenure as showrunner. It's perhaps
unsurprising that, as Chris Chibnall has
been ramping up making use of elements
of Doctor Who's extensive back catalog,
the Angels would once again appear.
And with “Village of the Angels,” they
were back in force.
If there's a place in the Chibnall era for the

Angels to make an appearance, then Flux
would be it. Six episodes offer a lot of
room for playing around, bringing different
monsters and elements into play. There's
the Sontarans in the second episode, UNIT
in later episodes, what amounts to
essentially cameo roles played by the
Daleks and Cybermen, not to mention the
Division and Jo Martin's Fugitive Doctor,
for example. After spending Series 11
dodging much of the series past in a more
standalone format, then working the
Master and Gallifreyian lore into the
opening and closings of Series 12, it's with
Series 13, under the Flux subtitle, that
Chibnall seems most comfortable putting
it to use.

chagrin of his seemingly spoiler-phobic
successor.

some research establishment or part of
the London underground. Indeed, using
both the house and the wider village of
Nor was this a simple exercise in nostalgia. Medderton lets the episode be
David Tennant's Doctor used the phrase
alternatively claustrophobic and
"the lonely assassins" to describe the
agoraphobic, playing on the fear of the
Angels in “Blink,” a line often overlooked. enclosed and the wide-open, stuck with an
It's an intriguing detail, given that
enemy that one can not avoid in either
assassins often tend to work for someone circumstance. In some ways, it feels a
else. Moffat himself never explored the
shame that this wasn't the episode that
phrase's implication, but fourteen years
aired on Halloween, as the presence of the
later, it became the pivot on which the
Angels and the atmosphere that the
episode, and its place among the wider
appropriately named director James
Flux arc, turns. What first seems to be
Magnus Stone brought to proceedings.
unconnected to the previous three
episodes, outside of the reappearance of And then, there's the cliffhanger. Modern
Claire Brown
Who, with its 45 minutes, more often than
(Annabel Scholey),
not single-episode story format, has often
Now, depending on
turns out to be
eschewed using that element from its
your inclination
anything but the
predecessor, often to its detriment. That
“With ‘Village of the
toward it, that
case.
In
a
move
sense of luring the viewer in each week,
Angels’, Chibnall, and
leaves Flux as one of
worthy of Moffat's
telling part of the story, and leaving them
co-writer Maxine
two things. Its six
scripts, the
with something that makes them want to
parts are either a
circumstances are
return. “Village of the Angels” offers that
Alderton, prove the
hodgepodge or
revealed
in
puzzle
and does so in a breathtaking bit of
worthiness of this cog
smorgasbord, its
box fashion to have imagery, turning its hero into one of their
in the Flux machine.”
individual parts
roots going back to most feared foes. It's a moment brought
perhaps worth
the Division, the
together by all aspects of the production:
more than the sum.
Doctor's unseen
writing, actor's performance, visual
With “Village of the Angels,” Chibnall, and past, and its connection to events. All
effects, and Segun Akinola's score. The
co-writer Maxine Alderton, prove the
made possible by the presence of Claire
image of the Doctor turned into a
worthiness of this cog in the Flux machine. and her connection to one Angel in
Weeping Angel is one that, even with
particular. Thus, the appearance of an old sometimes mixed reactions to the two
Something owed in no small part to the
monster becomes central to the story
episodes that followed, seems likely to go
Angels themselves. 2010's “The Hungry
itself. And, as the introduction of Professor down as one of Modern Who's most
Earth/Cold Blood” showed that Chibnall
Eustacius Jericho (Kevin McNally) proves, iconic.
could play well with established monsters starting the Flux story arc toward its
if sometimes sticking too faithfully to what eventual conclusion in a couple of
However one feels, good or ill,
had come before. Chibnall and Alderton
episodes time.
hodgepodge or smorgasbord, toward Flux,
build upon Moffat's use of the Angels,
there can be little doubt that “Village of
with their use built upon Moffat's
As well as their physical presence, having the Angels” was one of its finest hours.
expansion of them in “Time of the
the Angels in the episode brings an
The episode's use of the Angels, how it
Angels”/ “Flesh and Stone” (also 2010).
atmosphere along with them. Alderton
propelled the narrative forward, the
Yet, the passage of a decade and advances had written arguably the spookiest
atmosphere, and its cliffhanger ending
in visual effects mean that a number of
episode of the previous series, and it is
speaks to its success. The only shame
those ideas can be better realized, such as easy to understand why this episode has
might be in how late it came for Flux and
the idea that "the image of an angel itself her name on it. The woman who brought its showrunners tenure alike.
becomes an angel" that becomes central
the cramped world of the Villa Diodati to
to the siege that takes up much of the
life has a larger canvas to play with as a
episode's second half. Likewise, there are village finds itself increasingly surrounded.
advances on established concepts, such as Indeed, “Village of the Angels” is, at its
an Angel using a person's voice to
heart, an entry in one of Doctor Who's
communicate, that the duo uses better
oldest subgenres: the base under siege.
here than their creator managed. Indeed, Although, here, the "base" in question is a If I was asked what my top two Doctor
Moffat himself signaled his approval ahead village and, for much of the episode's
Who stories of all time would be, I would
of the series airing, somewhat to the
second half, a single house rather than
be happy to say, “The Keys of Marinus”

EPISODE 5

SURVIVORS OF THE FLUX
REVIEW: IAN MCLACHLAN
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back to the Saturday morning serials that
were part of a cinema programme that
many youngsters used to enjoy in the
past.

and “The Dalek Masterplan.” I really
enjoyed stories which did not stay in the
same place and time for all of the
episodes, but rather offered the viewer
the opportunity to visit different locations
in the course of an adventure. These two
stores in particularly could be seen as a
series of mini adventures which had a
plotline which strung the whole adventure
together. In “The Keys of Marinus” it was
the quest to find the keys which operated
the Conscience machine on Marius,
whereas in “Dalek Masterplan” it was the
quest to stop the Daleks conquering the
entire universe.
When Doctor Who returned in 2005, I was
disappointed to see that the new
Production Team had decided to go with
one adventure of around forty-five
minutes per week rather than continuing
to have the programme as a collection of
serials of various episode lengths. I
remember when in season twenty-two the
makers had tried the forty-five-minute
episode format, but rather than giving this
time to bed in, saw the series put on
hiatus for eighteen months and almost
cancelled. However, the revived series
proved to be a success and over the years
while the majority of the forty-fiveminute episodes tended to tell complete
stories, there were a couple of instances
where there were two- or three-part
stories in the mix as well.

in the piece that the constant changing
from one situation to another became
somewhat clumsy. However, I think that
“Flux” was made for the age when people
can watch and rewatch an episode several
The original rumour concerning season times, picking up plot points that they may
thirteen was that because of the had missed when they first saw an
pandemic we would only be getting eight episode.
episodes. I was very disappointed to hear
this as there seemed to not only being The problem with that is , for example, in
fewer episodes made in recent times, but episode five, where I wondered just how
also the gaps between seasons started to Yaz, Dan and Professor Jericho got from
grow bigger and bigger as well. Eventually one area of the globe to another. And
it was disclosed that there was to be a six- when I spent time trying to work out how
episode season thirteen followed by three they managed to do that, I found that I
specials – the final extra episode had missed out on part of the ongoing
celebrating the BBC’s centenary
storyline.
.
All but one of these episodes were to be It used to be said that Doctor Who’s
written solely by Chris Chibnall with biggest problem was the lack of a properly
episode four “Village of the Angels” being funded budget. Now it appears from
co-written by Chibnall and Maxine watching “Flux” that the show now has a
very generous budget – so much so that it
appears that lots of money was, spent on
things that there was no need to spend it
“In episode five, I
on. In the excellent recently released
wondered just how
Season 17 Blu-ray Boxset, Lalla Ward
makes a valid point about a lack of
Yaz, Dan and
resources often producing a greater level
Professor Jericho got
of creativity. Perhaps if less money had
from one area of the
been available for “Flux” then the
episodes might have ended up being
globe to another.”
better.

Alderton. I was disappointed to hear this
because neither Russell T. Davies nor
Steven Moffat had all the episodes of any
of their seasons with their names attached
to every story. However, I hoped that
what this new direction might mean was
that all the episodes of season thirteen
would have the same ‘tone’ to them and
that the continuity between episodes
would be much more pronounced.
However, I should have known that
continuity and Chris Chibnall do not
One of the features that Doctor Who was always go very well together.
famous for in its original incarnation was
the cliff-hanger endings which were aways In some ways “Flux” is about the same
present in the episodes leading up to the screentime as “The Dalek Masterplan” had
final one. There were some stories that had. However apart from the fact that
had cliff-hanger endings of final episodes both featured Daleks, there the similarity
too which were resolved at the beginning ends. I found the narrative structure of
of the next one. This was because in “Flux” difficult to follow at times. There
many ways the Doctor Who series harked were so many plot threads and characters
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When dramatic events happen to
characters, the viewers need to have
spent time in their company to invest in
them and their journeys. I felt that in
episode five there were too many
characters vying for my attention. As a
result not very many of them were really
fully fleshed out characters. In recent
times I have often felt that a wellregarded actor was not used as efficiently
as they might have been. However, in
“Survivors of the Flux” I felt that one
particular actor stood out from all the rest
and that was Kevin McNally. I was
delighted to see him continuing the role
he played in the previous episode, and I
feel that his role here was far better than
his other Doctor Who appearance in “The
Twin Dilemma.”
Like my two all-time favourite Doctor Who
adventures, there was a quest aspect to

the episode with Yaz, Dan and the
Professor seeking the date of the end of
the world. It took them over three years
to fulfil that quest. What happened to
them over that time? Did they have
several adventures that we did not see or
was it deliberately left that way in order
for Big Finish to fill in the blanks via a new
audio series? Unfortunately, I felt that the
trio’s encounter with the hermit was plain
silly like the Sontaran’s liking for chocolate
in the last episode.

who hadn’t enjoyed either of Jodie
Whitaker’s first two series tuned in and
suddenly rediscovered what they’d loved
about Doctor Who.

And the mid-section? Stories like “War of
the Sontarans, Once, Upon Time”, and
“Village of the Angels” packed it with
action, enemy development, and even a
glimpse into the Doctor’s ancient past
with the return of the Fugitive Doctor
played by Jo Martin. If elements like
Vinder and Bel’s game of chase-your-tail
The scenes setting up U.N.I.T. were
and the development of the Grand
interesting. It was good to see the return
Serpent felt like a few story strands too
of Kate Lethbridge-Stewart and I thought
many, “Village of the Angels” also gave us
that the character of the Grand Serpent
a fantastic older companion in Kevin
was very impressive. However, these
Single-story series arcs are always going to McNally’s Professor Eustacius Jericho.
sequences continue to make the U.N.I.T.
be a gamble. You have to blow people
dating even more problematical than it
So, did “The Vanquishers” stick the landing
away when you start, maintain their
had been before. I always thought that
for the series? Did it do all the things a
interest with enough character
U.N.I.T was set up as a result of the
single-story series arc finale needs to do?
development and peril through the
Cybermen Invasion.
potentially doughy mid-section, and when
Well…
it comes to the finale, you really have to
The main part of the story dealt with the
stick the landing. You have to pay off
thirteenth Doctor’s encounter with
It’s an odd episode, to be sure. The
everything that’s come before, you have
Tecteun. I am not a fan of “The Timeless to maintain the height of the stakes, and
energy’s still mostly high, and the screen is
Child” narrative for various reasons so I
frequently filled to bursting point with
you have to wrap up the storytelling in a
was disappointed with Tecteun telling the way that satisfies all the investment
exciting visuals. But some of the plot
Doctor that what the Master had revealed you’ve generated in
progressions lead to
to her was true. It was a bit of a shock
endpoints that are
the story you’ve
when Swarm turned Tecteun into
just end-points, and
decided to tell.
hundreds of particles. I also liked Swarm
leave you wondering
and Azure who not only looked impressive Well…
what the point of
“The Grand Serpent?
but were interesting characters in
their arc was in the
There’s no resolution
themselves – albeit not as developed as
first place.
Two and a half out
to
who
or
what
he
they should have been.
The Grand Serpent?
of three isn’t bad.
There’s no
is.”
The Flux arc burst
The cliff-hanger at the end of episode four onto our screens
resolution to who or
and the one at the end of episode five
what he is. He just
with a brand-new
were poorly resolved as far as I am
gets neatly – and
ancient alien threat
concerned. However, I felt that the
with slightly
(the Ravagers,
episode moved along at a brisk rate and
indecent
haste
packed
off to an isolated
Swarm and Azure) that seemed to know
there were a number of good scenes to
asteroid.
It’s
the
end,
but
it doesn’t feel
all about the Doctor’s hidden history, and
enjoy. However, there were too many
like
enough
somehow.
a universe-destroying event (the Flux),
characters and separate plot stands and
giving us a double-whammy of destruction
that often the maxim ‘less is more’ could – the universal and the personal – to deal Swarm and Azure? Dementedly powerful
have been applied to this episode. The
supervillains that have dominated in style,
with, and a Doctor who didn’t know the
visuals were very impressive but overall, I important things she needed to know.
performance and cruelty all through the
feel that it should have been so much
series. But when confronted by their
better.
master, (a personification of Time itself?)
We got a significantly developed
relationship between the Doctor and Yaz, they’re dissolved (or ascended) with the
a new maybe-villain who turned out to be same casual destructive power that
they’ve used against people all along the
a fantastic help (Karvanista), and a new
companion, Dan, who had solid reasoning way. See ya, supervillains. Don’t call us,
skills and a mean way with a wok. People we won’t call you.

EPISODE SIX

THE VANQUISHERS

REVIEW: TONY J. FLYER
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The Lupari? All bar Karvanista slaughtered the episode when the Doctor admits the
The actual plot is, if we’re honest, nothing
off-screen in a heartbeat.
secrets she’s been keeping, and apologises like as special as many of the episodes in
for shutting Yaz out all this time.
the Flux arc are – Sontarans conquer the
And in case it was looking like a bloodless
Earth, again, with the aid of His Lord High
finale, Professor Jericho, who we’ve liked There’s also significant advancement in
Snakiness. Especially its corner shops,
and even loved for his strength and
the Doctor’s story. The creepy ghost
because there’s chocolate (be honest – if
intelligence, gets sacrificed to the Flux in a house turns out to be the repository of
you invaded the Earth, you’d secure the
move which, were you to look at with
the Doctor’s erased memories, and by the chocolate supply line too, wouldn’t you?).
cynical eyes, could be thought of as button happy, easy destruction of the Ravagers,
We’re reminded Kate Stewart exists,
-pushing.
the Doctor is able to take possession of
though she does spectacularly little
the pocket watch that can give her back
towards resolving the threat here. Then
Perhaps more concerning than any of
those lives.
there’s the great Sontaran Flux Betrayal.
that, the efforts to elevate the Sontarans
The whole Passenger-absorbing-theto the first rank of Doctor Who villains
Perhaps the most significant, the most
remaining-Flux-event is a touch
here depends on the diminution of both
lastingly impressive thing in “The
convenient, but it does at least make for a
the Daleks and the Cybermen. While it’s
Vanquishers” though is the back-and-forth rational conclusion to two strands of the
feasible that in a universe that’s
speech between the Doctor and Azure. If story. And there never seems a reasonable
disintegrating, both species would take
every Doctor, sooner or later, gets to give explanation for the triple-split Doctor,
the opportunity of the only safe house in a speech that will define them, whether
beyond the fact that it allows Jodie
town, what’s not as feasible is
Whitaker to be in lots of places
that those species wouldn’t a)
at once, co-ordinating events on
see Sontaran betrayal a light
three separate fronts and, in a
year off, and b) either
slightly tedious, Clara Oswald
“Character relationships are
individually or in a private subway, to flirt with herself.
alliance, take the Sontarans out
highlighted, as couples, potential
as soon as they arrived and
But while The Vanquishers never
couples and long-lost friends are
simply steal the safe house.
really knocks the conclusion to
reunited.”
the Flux arc out of the park, it
That the two top evils in the
does enough to give a solid
Doctor Who universe would not
solution to a series that had
only go along with the Sontaran
significantly higher highs along
power play but also be suckered
the way.
into losing their entire fleets feels like
early, like David Tennant’s “It is
stretching the envelope of belief a little
defended!” or late, like Peter Capaldi’s “I The Flux arc has darkened the 13th
too far, for the simple purpose of making do what I do because it’s right!”, then
Doctor’s bouncy, optimistic universe. But
the Sontarans into the on-screen tactical
Jodie Whitaker’s passionate declarations it’s also brought out the most positive
geniuses they’ve always been described
in favour of life, development, progress
Doctoring from Jodie Whitaker’s
as, (usually just before their plans go
and peace, when faced with the flatly
incarnation, proving what was always
spectacularly wrong. Because they’re
opposite philosophy of the Ravagers, may obvious – that she really can stand among
Sontarans, and highly limited in their
well stand as her Doctor’s perfect moment the top rank of Doctors. “The
thinking).
of self-definition.
Vanquishers”, and in particular the
confrontation with Time, has darkened
Alongside all that though, there is some
“The Vanquishers” is also a clever episode her journey yet further, with the threat of
great stuff in “The Vanquishers”.
in terms of what it doesn’t do. The much- the oncoming end.
Character relationships are highlighted, as touted rumours that Bel and Vinder are
couples, potential couples and long-lost
the Doctor’s bio-parents are, while not
And in giving Jodie Whitaker her battle of
friends are reunited. There’s a simplicity
entirely scotched, certainly not in any way spitting ideologies with Azure, “The
and joy about Bel and Vinder’s reunion,
confirmed. And similarly, the wise decision Vanquishers” delivers one of the defining
and Diane meeting back up with Dan feels is made not to reveal those pre-Hartnell
moments of the 13th Doctor’s life. On top
powerfully happy when it happens. But by lives, but to create an instant MacGuffin of of everything else it does, that’s quite
far and away the most affecting reunion in the pocket watch, that can be activated
enough to make “The Vanquishers” a
the episode in that of Yaz and the Doctor, any time in the future (presumably at
memorable milestone in Doctor Who
which is intense and beautiful, and can
some point during the next three
history.
easily be read as either the reuniting of
specials). It promises much, without giving
close friends or something more. That
away the store.
comes to an impressive head at the end of
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DOCTOR WHO: FLUX

often overbearing ‘lonely god’ of the
Russell T. Davies era, the Timeless Child
story of his second season restored the
Doctor to the only being in the universe
who matters, and Flux goes all in on the
twist to the Doctor Who mythology,
There’s an accusation leveled by some
fans of twentieth century Doctor Who that picking up the loose threads of the
Division and the Doctor’s apparent foster
the twenty-first century version of the
mother Tecteun. It’s cheap and easy to
series tends to fetishize the

SERIES 13 OVERVIEW
JON ARNOLD

composed of a mosaic of smaller stories.
It’s as if Chibnall made a wish on a
monkey’s paw to become showrunner,
only to find it wasn’t quite what he was
expecting.

While “Flux” borrows its storytelling style
from “Trial” (and to a degree from earlier
stories such as “The Keys of Marinus, The
Chase” or “The War
Doctor, to make them (and
Games”), the enforced
their companions) the most
change also has benefits.
important character in the
Where the pandemic
universe rather than a
enforced production
runaway from his own
difficulties specifically
people randomly popping
benefit Chris Chibnall’s
around the universe with
version of the show is that,
other species for the fun of
as much by accident as
it. Truth be told that ship
design it gives the sense of
had long sailed by the time
the show evolving its
the Doctor was getting their
storytelling style across its
own archenemy and
three series, from that first
standing for the Presidency
series
of
almost
entirely unconnected
refer back to Chibnall’s infamous
of Gallifrey, but given the character’s
escapades,
through
a second one where
name is the title of the show and popular appearance on the magazine show Open
more
than
half
the
episodes
were related
Air, where he admonished Pip and Jane
dramas have tended to emphasize
to
an
arc
story,
and
its
final
incarnation
as
ongoing characters over pure plot, it was Baker for the storytelling quality of “The
a single longform story which returns the
Trial of a Time Lord.” And while it might
always a logical development for a
series its roots in the RKO adventure
feel cheap and easy, sometimes the
modern version to put the Doctor at the
serials of the 1930s and 1940s: there’s
parallels make it irresistible. When faced
heart of the series.
with a crisis and a reduced episode count now the opportunity to add a hook to the
end of each episode to attract the
he fell back on exactly the same solution
While Steven Moffat’s ‘madman with a
audience back for next week. So the real
John
Nathan-Turner
and
Eric
Saward
did
in
box’ or ‘idiot’ and Chris Chibnall’s virtually
question around “Flux’s” success is
1986:
making
the
season
one
longer
story
arc free first season rowed back from the
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whether the longer form storytelling
model works and whether it provides a
model future showrunners might exploit.

the best jokes with their invasion of the
Crimea being because they fancied riding
a horse and acquire a chocolate addiction:
the gap between their bellicose self-image
As with any model which is essentially
It's the antagonists which are the real
and their actual abilities makes their
being used for the first time in decades,
strength of “Flux.” Swarm and Azure are
opportunism in the final episode more
the answer is complicated. On the one
beautifully designed creatures of almost
effective. Balancing that out, there are a
hand this style shouldn’t surprise an
irredeemable pantomime evil which Sam couple of memorable allies for the Doctor:
audience: longform storytelling is a
Spruell and Rochendra Sandrell have
Jacob Anderson and Thaddea Graham
common model on British television (most tremendous fun with. It’s a shame they
provide Bel and Vinder with the charm
visible recently in the likes of Line of Duty, look to be a one-off creation. Craig
their romantic subplot requires, Craige Els’
Vigil and countless other series over the
Parkinson, the treacherous Cotton from
perpetually exasperated Karvanista mines
decades) and it’s really not overly
Line of Duty, brings an impressively calm
the script for comic potential and the
different from the arc
quiet dignity and bravery
stories the series has
of Kevin McNally’s
preferred since 2005,
Jericho more than makes
particularly the plot
up for the thin pickings
driven arcs of the Steven
of his only previous
Moffat years. “Flux” is a
Doctor Who role. Best of
great deal more
all is new companion
entertaining for its
John Bishop as Dan: he’s
ability to switch between
got an almost immediate
various stories when the
rapport with Mandip Gill
narrative’s flagging and
(helped narratively by
not needing to be
being trapped together
worried about wrapping
in a different time for
them up inside fifty
three years) and an easy
minutes: you don’t like
charm to match Bradley
the romance of Bel and
Walsh’s. Amidst all this,
Vinder? Fine, here’s
Jodie Whittaker gets
some hot Weeping
some of her best
“Swarm and Azure are beautifully
Angels action, or the
material: confronting
designed creatures of almost irredeemable Sontarans, bringing
Sontarans wrecking
Anfield and Liverpool’s
through some of the
pantomime evil which Sam Spruell
waterfront, or some
natural personality seen
and Rochendra Sandrell have
mysterious tunnels
in interviews when
tremendous fun with.”
which let you time
talking to Yaz about the
travel, or the Grand
price of satsumas in
Serpent manipulating
“Once, Upon Time” and
history, or fractured
having the chance to play
timelines, or or multiple
herself three times over in
Doctors... “Flux” isn’t short on ideas,
malevolence to the Grand Serpent,
“The Vanquishers.”
imagery or worthy adversaries. If you
particularly during his infiltration of UNIT
were of a mind, you could string “Flux”
during “Survivors of the Flux.” And while Which brings us to “Flux’s” real narrative
out infinitely by adding new narrative
the Daleks and Cybermen only pop up in
weaknesses: its reliance on coincidence,
elements: the trick is whether they feel
cameos, the reappearances of the
resolution and giving some weight to a
relevant to the overall story or whether
Sontarans and the Weeping Angels are
story driven by Doctor Who’s internal
they distract from it. Largely “Flux” gets
impressive: the nature of the Angels as
mythology. Karvanista not only happens
away with it: even the narrative treading the most unsettling antagonists of the
to be designated to specifically protect
of water in “Once, Upon Time” has a
twenty-first century is reaffirmed and
Dan, but he’s also apparently an associate
clearly defined purpose in the story. It
enhanced with the imagery of the fiery
of the Fugitive Doctor. “The Halloween
only fails with the Weeping Angels: while Angel and their ability to displace people Apocalypse” sets the Flux up as an
they’re entertainingly used they
in time acquiring a lethal edge and the
apocalyptic event which, left unchecked
conveniently drop out of the story
there’s a lovely balance struck between
will destroy the universe. The problem is
perfunctorily once their function’s over.
the aggression of the Sontarans and their that for the story it’s easily contained
That might be something of a blessing
comic potential. Indeed, they get some of initially by a Karvanista fleet and then
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though with the final episodes already
having to find space for four different
antagonists.

perfunctorily contained by the Passenger
form that’s a nebulous part of the plans of
the main villains Swarm and Azure. Chris
Chibnall indicates on the DVD extras that
it’s thematically reflective of the Doctor’s
confusion over her newly revealed past,
but if so it’s something that she clears up
fairly quickly in the end. Which begs the
question, particularly when we’re coming
to the end of this era: does the mythology
of the Tecteun, the Division and the
Fugitive Doctor matter at all? It isn’t
cleared up by the brief appearance of
Tecteun and the Division and the way

they’re casually dealt with by Swarm and
Azure. And then the unimaginably
powerful Swarm and Azure themselves
are killed off when their plot function’s
done by an even more powerful being,
who appears to be an incarnation of Time
itself. “Flux’s” final shots, with the Doctor
having the chance to investigate her past
and refusing to, doesn’t clear matters up
at all. The question of why we should care
about this might prove moot with only the
era’s finale looking to have the space to
tie up loose ends before Russell T. Davies’s
imminent return. Is the Doctor the most

important person in history? Probably.
Does it matter? Possibly. “Flux” is the
most consistently entertaining season of
Jodie Whittaker’s Doctor, with the highs of
“War of the Sontarans” and “Village of the
Angels” matching the likes of “The
Witchfinders” and “Fugitive of the
Judoon.” It suggests that Doctor Who can
be comfortable back in serial form, even if
it doesn’t quite stick the final landing
Ultimately “Flux” lives up to its title: a
state of change and chaos which leaves
much unresolved.
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Nearly six decades in, contrast remains
one of the defining traits of Doctor Who’s
history. Just as Matt Smith’s exuberant
performance as the Doctor gave way to
Peter Capaldi’s more acerbic take on the
character, Douglas Adams’ sometimes
outlandish tenure as script editor was
followed by Christopher H. Bidmead’s
more thoughtful mindset. That variety
extends to the stories themselves, with
the program's ability to shift gears - going
from the playful inversion of alieninvasion tropes in "Aliens of
London"/"World War Three" to the
singular menace of "Dalek" - likewise a
factor in its longevity.
The Daleks - themselves a big part of why
Doctor Who has endured for so many
years - play an integral role in the
program's latest exercise in contrasting
approaches. After the epic, universespanning "Flux" during the recently
concluded 13th series, the latest New
Year's Day offering, "Eve of the Daleks",
offers a much smaller scale adventure for
the Doctor and her traveling companions.
In this instance, though, the smaller scale
is exactly what's called for. Where the
"Flux" storyline sometimes seemed
frustrated by its own symphonic
aspirations, "Eve of the Daleks" happily
embraces its identity as a chamber piece.
If the episode's small cast and limited
setting suggest concessions to safety and
budgetary considerations - elements that
are thoroughly intertwined in production
during the ongoing pandemic - that's no
bad thing. It would place "Eve of the
Daleks" in the tradition of Doctor Who
stories such as "The Edge of Destruction"
or "The Greatest Show in the Galaxy"
where the production teams grappled
with greater than usual challenges to
create something unique. The equilibrium
between ambition and execution on
display particularly reflects a harmony
between Chris Chibnall the producer and
Chris Chibnall the writer that was
sometimes strained during "Flux".

effectively blends its disparate elements,
especially the intersection of plot and
setting. An alien incursion at a rundown
self-storage site in Manchester on New
Year's Eve - a night where even someone
who hates parties would rather be
anywhere but there - strikes the proper
balance of odd and relatable. While the
story’s rationale for the Daleks'
involvement is a bit contrived, they
present a more credible threat here than
in their previous New Year's Day
appearances, "Resolution" and
"Revolution of the Daleks".

brings the proper gravity to the dramatic
moments as well as the lightness of touch
to make the humorous ones land
naturally. Here again, it helps that the
humor is motivated by the scenario, such
as the point where the Doctor finds the
usually unlucky self-storage customer Nick
alive and well by the blasted shells of two
Daleks.

Doctor: Nick, what happened here?
Nick: Don't worry, I've dealt with them. I
took them out. They're not coming back.
You're welcome.
Doctor: I mean, they will. 'Cause the fact
This dovetails neatly with the story's time- that there's two of them means they've
bending twist on the ticking clock
found a way of keeping inside the time
scenario, which accomplishes the neat
loop. So, what did you do?
trick of both adding to the level of
Nick: It was a lot of strategic analysis,
jeopardy and offering the Doctor a
weapons assessment and battle-ready
credible path to think her way out. That
thinking.
solution is less inventive than what
Doctor: Did you duck?
preceded it but nonetheless provides a
Nick: Yeah.
fitting conclusion.
The script is the sharpest of all those
Nick's awkward attempts at expressing his
credited solely to Chris Chibnall during his The confidence of the script is mirrored by unrequited affection for storage center
tenure as head-writer. Directed by Doctor that of Jodie Whittaker's performance as manager Sarah, played with a mix of
Who newcomer Annetta Laufer, it
the Doctor. Throughout the episode she
empathy and exasperation by comedian
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Aisling Bea, likewise adds heart, even if
the humor is forced at times. Their
situation, reflected in Sarah's quip about
how a friend once told her that, “good
hearted weirdos are actually the
keepers.”, also counterpoints the dynamic
between the Doctor and Yaz. While "Eve
of the Daleks" is designed to be enjoyed
primarily as a standalone, it still takes the
opportunity to address the longstanding
question of Yaz's feelings toward the
Doctor. Feelings which only deepened
over the period they were separated
during the Flux event.
Another aspect where the Doctor's
extended separation from her friends in
"Flux" paid dividends is John Bishop as
Dan. Though he's only been part of the
TARDIS team for a couple of months in
real-world time, the several years he and
Yaz spent traveling the world within the
onscreen narrative makes their bond
credible, allowing Dan to be direct with
her about the feelings she might
otherwise keep to herself.
Bishop isn't quite as engaging as Bradley
Walsh's Graham was in Jodie Whittaker's
earlier series, but he plays well off of her,
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Mandip Gill and even Nicholas Briggs as a
Dalek. The scene where Dan keeps one of
the cyborgs distracted demonstrates the
combination of charm and bravery that
makes him a worthy addition to the
program.
Dalek: Identify.
Dan: All right, mate, are you new here?
Dalek: I arrived 1.93 Rels ago.
Dan: Yeah, well, I’ve got some stuff I need
storing. I just wanted to see what was
available.
Dalek: Daleks do not store stuff.
Dan: You're in the wrong job, then, aren't
you? What are you, some kind of
automated staff? How does this work?
Dalek: Desist. Do not approach.
Dan: I’d get a friendlier voice, though. This
one’s a little bit grating. What kind of
welcome is that, eh? I’ll report you to your
manager.
Dalek: Daleks do not have managers.
Dan: Maybe that’s part of your problem.
Dalek: Artron energy particles detected.
You are a friend of the Doctor. Analysis
concludes this is a delaying tactic.
Dan: Took you long enough.
Dalek: Exterminate!

Spotlight moments like these, however,
are something of a mixed blessing for both
Dan and Yaz. With Chibnall and Whittaker
leaving and 21st century Doctor Who yet
to have a traveling companion bridge the
transition from one Doctor-producer team
to another in 21st century Doctor Who,
the odds are that neither character will
continue past Whittaker’s finale later this
year. Assuming past history proves to be a
guide, it means just two more episodes to
resolve the romantic angle between the
Doctor and Yaz, bring some closure to the
Timeless Child plot thread and/or
otherwise provide a fitting ending for each
of the three lead characters.
Those considerations are in addition to the
fundamental job of telling an engaging
story in any given installment. The teaser
for the next special, "Legend of the Sea
Devils", points to another largely
standalone adventure, leaving open the
question of how much the episode will
address the broader narrative threads. For
its part, "Eve of the Daleks" fosters
optimism that the production team will
once again strike an entertaining balance.
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The Vault opens onto the metaphysical worlds of Time Lords and
TARDISes in search of all things curious, puzzling and perplexing.
A stirring implement and an unbounded mind would be an
advantage.
********

making contact on Mawdryn’s ship (“Mawdryn Undead”) and
Amy Pond also undergoes time-induced amnesia where, for a
time, she forgets Rory Williams ever existed (“Cold Blood”), a not
dissimilar memory-erasing conceit to the reset at the climax to
“Last of the Time Lords”.

More generally, Ian Chesterton and Susan Foreman briefly
experience minor amnesia in “The Edge of Destruction”, Melanie
Bush (like Zoe Heriot) has an eidetic memory, and the Doctor
emory is at the core of pretty much everything. It’s the
nearly wipes Bill Potts’ memory in order to conceal his identity,
repository of our lived experience. It enables us to learn skills
before relenting and
and abilities which give
inviting her to join him
structure to our lives.
in his travels (“The
It provides us with
Pilot”).
direct personal (read
subjective) access to
The
Doctor,
too,
what has gone before.
experiences
various
It informs our identity
memory
muddles,
and helps us plan for
whether
through
the future. It gives
regeneration
substance
to
the
(“Castrovalva”),
by
present by revealing
being taken out of time
its mainspring in the
(“The Trial of a Time
past. It’s foundational
Lord”), as part of a
to the rule of law and
villainous
scheme
a qualitative record of
(“Time and the Rani”)
our social history.
or via Chameleon Arch
(“Human Nature/The
Put simply, it’s an
Family of Blood”) – a
unequivocally
deliberate act of
essential part of our
forgetting later used
biology
and,
by
by
the
Master
extension, our world.
(“Utopia”) and the
Fugitive
Doctor
In
Doctor
Who,
(“Fugitive of the
memory has been
Judoon”). Neither is
crucial to the story arcs of several recurring characters. Donna
the Doctor above manipulating human recall via memory worm
Noble and Clara Oswald each depart the TARDIS transformed by
(“The Snowmen”). More significantly, we’ve learnt that the
the power of recall, the former compelled to give up her
Doctor has no recollection of her original identity (“The Timeless
memories of the Doctor in order to survive (“Journey’s End”), the
Children”).
latter temporarily lost from the memory of the Doctor (“Hell
Bent”). Similarly, Jamie McCrimmon and Zoe Heriot have their
Guest characters are not immune to the frailties of memory,
memories of their travels in the TARDIS erased by the Time Lords
either. The Psychic Circus’ Kingpin becomes the amnesiac
(“The War Games”). Brigadier Lethbridge Stewart experiences
Deadbeat when his memories and personality are locked away on
temporary amnesia as a consequence of his 1977 and 1983 selves
THE VEIL OF EMPATHY

“…the veil of ignorance becomes a veil of empathy, allowing
us to glimpse the needs and preferences of others, even
venomous sucker-covered Zygons.”
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discovering the true nature of the power
on Segonax (“The Greatest Show in the
Galaxy”). A similar trauma-triggered
memory loss, known as a fugue state, is
experienced by Jackson Lake (“The Next
Doctor”) and Oswin Oswald (“Asylum of
the Daleks”). Fabricating world history
through fake memories occurs in “The Lie
of the Land”. Conversely, the preservation
of memory is central to the mission of the
Testimony Foundation (“Twice Upon a
Time”).

unaware of who is who, both call out to
cancel the nuclear detonation. From this
position of equal amnesia – not entirely
unlike Rawls’ original position – human and
Zygon gradually establish the framework
for a meaningful truce.

empathy, allowing us to glimpse the needs
and preferences of others, even venomous
sucker covered Zygons. Once seen, we may
act upon this knowledge in a way that
helps both ourselves and others – a sort of
mutually assured preservation.

Moffat’s script offers a nice twist on the
idea that our biases come naturally from
our personalities and dispositions – and
memory is critical to these features. So, if
you control memory, then you control the

This is the case for Kate Stewart and the
Zygon impersonating her. Each of them
must confront and embrace a diametrically
opposing point of view, which, in any other
circumstance, would be virtually impossible
for them to appreciate.
However, by suspending
their knowledge of their
specific identities, a general
sense of empathy is created.
It is this shift in scope from
particular
concerns
to
general concerns which
Rawls’ veil of ignorance
aims to realise. Whether
this shift endures once the
veil is lifted remains to be
seen, and the loose sequel
to the anniversary special,
“The Zygon Invasion/The
Zygon Inversion”, reveals
the limits of this exercise.
Yet, even here, the Doctor is
able to establish a peaceful
resolution,
through
a
combination of empathy – the
Osgood Boxes – and the
Doctor’s
own
act
of
forgiveness (surely one of
Peter Capaldi’s Doctor’s very
best moments). Once more amnesia is key
to sealing the arrangement, as the Doctor
erases the episode from Kate Stewart’s
memory.

Given its critical value, try and
imagine having your memory
wiped and then making
decisions about your needs
and the needs of others. In
other words, a rule-making
exercise where you have little
idea of who you are. You don’t
know your age, skills or
abilities, or social setting. Your
knowledge and awareness is
general rather than specific. In
a sense, you are a sort of
amnesiac. This is the thought
experiment which US political
philosopher
John
Rawls
presents in his 1971 work A
Theory of Justice.
Rawls sets out to understand
how best to derive the rights
and duties which exist
between citizens and a just
state; an arrangement known
as a social contract. He suggests that each
citizen is biased by their personal
circumstances and thus any social tenets or
rules drawn from them will be prejudiced.
Rawls’ theoretical amnesia, or ‘veil of
ignorance’, is intended to address this bias.
From this unique perspective, which Rawls
terms the ‘original position’, the conditions
of a more equal society may be
established.

biases which help determine what we want
from life. In the case of humans and
Zygons, both species hold certain
fundamental principles, such as a desire to
survive and thrive. With their specific
identities on hold, each party must operate
more generally to arrange a peace
settlement which offers survival and
security regardless of whether they happen
to be human or Zygon.

A variation on Rawls’ veil of ignorance
appears in Steven Moffat’s “The Day of the
Doctor”. A Zygon infiltration of Earth
results in a deadly nuclear standoff
between human and Zygon, with no
apparent way out. To resolve this deadlock,
the Doctor imposes a temporary memory
wipe on the antagonists. Thus, with UNIT’s
Kate Stewart and her Zygon duplicate

Of course, Rawls’ thought experiment is
exactly that: a hypothetical exploration of
how to bring about social equality. Plus, we
don’t have a memory-wiping Time Lord to
hand. But what might be possible is a sort
of limited veiling, one where we try and
place ourselves in a more neutral, if not to
say empathetic position. In this way, the Memory isn’t just at the core of things. It’s
veil of ignorance becomes a veil of at the heart of them, too.

“A variation on Rawls’ veil of ignorance appears
in Steven Moffat’s ‘The Day of the Doctor.”

The extent to which our biases might be
diminished by some form of veiling, and
may give way to an enduring and
egalitarian social contract, remains open to
debate. What can be said, however, is that
whether it is a Rawlsian thought
experiment or a Time Lord memory wipe,
there is a vital and binding link between
memory and empathy. Thus, how we
understand and care about ourselves,
informed by our memories, affects how we
understand and care about others.
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"Hail horrors, hail Infernal world, and thou profoundest Hell —
Receive thy new Possessor: One who brings A mind not to be
chang'd by Place or Time. The mind is its own place, and in itself
Can make a Heav'n of Hell, a Hell of Heav'n.”
— Paradise Lost, Book I, Lines 221-270, John Milton (1608-1674)

character Albina plays, Diane, naturally enough has the same
limb difference as the actress. Even so, there is no attention
brought to it. Nobody mentions it. It isn't made out to be a
disability and her character is in no way defined by it. Strikingly,
it is in no way hidden from view. Naturally enough, indeed.

It takes chutzpah to rewrite John
Milton's Paradise Lost as “A Shaggy
Dog Story in Six Chapters,” so when all
that can be said about Chris Chibnall's
Doctor Who: Flux has been said, it’ll
always have that going for it.

Thankfully, John Bishop’s Dan was
mostly along for the ride rather than
driving the action. He did get to deliver
a stellar line — “What’s the point of
being alive if not to make others
happy?"— that would make a lovely
convention ribbon.

My mild curiosity about “Flux” was
laced with skepticism ascribable to
Chibnall’s “it’s going to be the best
Who ever” schtick, like this typical
response in a Blogtor Who interview:

“Flux” overflowed with fascinating
characters played by excellent guest
actors. Sam Spruell and Rochendal
were absolutely splendid as the
dynamic duo of Swarm and Azure.
Their characters are by far Chibnall’s
best Big Bad — delightfully venomous,
sarcastic, and manipulative as well as
impeccably decked out.

"My vision for the series was (to create)
a massive story — bigger than we’ve
ever told with Jodie’s Doctor. And to
start with an episode that feels like a
finale and carry on from there and play
out the rest of the story. I wanted it to
be really epic, to be fun with lots of
cliffhangers, to be surprising, and to
really do things we hadn’t yet done
with the Thirteenth Doctor."

Utilizing black and white
cinematography for the scenes in which
the Doctor has visions of a ramshackle
house was enchantingly mysterious.
I allowed myself to hope that I would
not get pissed off by something —
which happened frequently during
Chibnall’s previous seasons of Who. I
was more flummoxed than angered by
“Flux”.

From the get-go, the oddest thing for
me about Chibnall's Who was not the
plentiful clunkiness in his previous two
seasons as well as in “Flux”, it's how he
literally executes his most interesting
ideas. It’s also how little space he gives
to the actors for them to — well — act,
not just spout lots of words.
I dialed my expectations way down,
telling myself not to hope that Chibnall
would provide a satisfying explanation
for his Timeless Children reconfiguring
of the Doctor's backstory. Alas, I’ve
been left to wonder how, where, what
and why Jo Martin's Doctor and that
Brendan fellow fit into Doctor Who.

“From the get-go, the oddest thing for
me about Chibnall's ‘Who’ was not the
plentiful clunkiness in his previous two
seasons as well as in “Flux”

I don’t know if Chibnall is restless,
forgetful, or enamored with a game of
“now you see them, now you don’t.”
Characters appeared and seemed
central to the story — then he
perfunctorily dismissed them and
seemingly expected viewers wouldn’t
be taken aback.

I was quite taken aback, as a matter of
fact I was flabbergasted. The constant
B&S(ED: bait-and-switch) made my
Even though I am frequently irked by
head spin. The most egregious B&S was
Chibnall's Who, I’ve always found
Swarm cutting short the Doctor’s
something or someone enjoyable, beguiling, and/or intriguing in encounter with Tectuen, only to toss Swarm and Azure away in
every episode he has written and/or shepherded.
service to a supposedly Bigger Big Bad called Time. The most
“sod it” B&S was the mainly covert teasing of a romantic
In “Flux”, I appreciated the show’s expansion of its commitment relationship between Yaz and the Doctor.
to inclusivity and diversity with the casting of Nadia Albina, a
British actress who was born without a right forearm. The
Whilst watching “Flux”, I often wanted to make a large daiquiri
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from the bananas I'd been saving for a
party. Despite promising a great spirit
of adventure, it often felt more like a
junkyard.

Episode One: “The Halloween
Apocalypse”. A clip show from
episodes we haven't seen. Utter
confusion. Rating: 0

I can’t help but wonder what Chibnall’s
“Flux” would have been like if the
show’s production cycle had not been
fluxed by the pandemic. Rumor is that
there were supposed to be eight
episodes, not six. However, even if
Chibnall had eighteen episodes to tell
this story, his convoluted and sloppy
exposition-heavy writing and plotting
would’ve still derailed it. In aggregate,
“Flux” is not even as good as the sum
of its parts, let alone greater than
them.

Episode Two: “War of the Sontarans”.
Half a normative, slightly timey-wimey
episode about British hubris vis-a-vis
war, half a muddled story about how
the Flux was created. Rating: 4

Episode Three: “Once, Upon Time”.
Bonkers, occasionally bewildering, offthe-rails mix of storylines that featured
some CGI effects as dodgy as anything
in classic Who as well as gorgeous
cinematic moments plus incredible
costumes by Ray Holman and brilliant
acting from the ongoing team and the
Because they deserve better than what guest actors. Rating: 8
they got, I’m going to let some of
Chibnall’s characters have the last
Episode Four: “Village of the Angels”.
words:
Lots of gushing about this episode, like
it's one of the best ever on Who. It's
“After watching "The Vanquishers," the not much more than a ton of grandersixth and final chapter of Chris
than-grand CGI. Rating: 6
Chibnall's ‘Flux’, Joseph Williamson,
George Gordon Byron and Anton
Episode Five:” Survivors of the Flux”. I
Chekhov retreat to the Zaggit Zagoo
liked it but wondered if maybe that
bar to drown their sorrows and shake was due to how I watched it — going
their heads in disbelief at how fluxed
back and forth from watching the
they all were by its author. Williamson episode to only listening to it whilst, on
is sure he's got a door for them to go
another device, I grazed around on
through that'll allow them to confront Facebook and Twitter. Query: If you
Chibnall and give him what-for. Chekov shut your brain off, is Chibnall’s Who
would like to find that door and go
more enjoyable? Rating: 5
through it — as long as the what-for is
all talk and no Glasgow kiss action,
Episode Six: “The Vanquishers”. So
because he wants to take a crack at
many deus ex machina reveals and a
explaining dramatic principles. Byron
host of loose threads capped off by a
laughs heartily and tells them what a
“That’s how you’re gonna end your
useless endeavor such a confrontation saga?” coda. Rating: 3
would be. Ordering another round,
they decide to stay put until 2023,
The Whole Megillah: I would have
figuring they'll find comfort not only in preferred a version of “Flux” to be
the drink and their camaraderie but
Whittaker’s Doctor first set of
also in the knowledge that Doctor
adventures — more interesting to sort
Who, like the weather, is everout who the Doctor really is than the
changing. There's always the chance
task Chibnall gave her of “sorting out
on its next go that they'll be able to
fair play throughout the universe.” Out
say: ‘Oh you've redecorated — I like it." of a possible 60, the sum of its parts is
26, making the averaged rating 4.3 —
RATINGS
but I give it an overall rating of 2.
On a scale of 0-10.
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WHOTOPIA SITS DOWN WITH STACEY SMITH? AND BILL
EVENSON TO TALK ABOUT THEIR NEW BOOK “LOOK AT THE
SIZE OF THAT THING”
HOW AND WHEN DID YOU GET INTERESTED IN DOCTOR WHO?
STACEY SMITH?: I was hanging about in the Cretaceous period when I
got timescooped by a 1970s secret government project to create
Operation Golden Age and then bundled aboard a fake spaceship in
someone’s basement. How could I resist?
BILL EVENSON: A friend whom I later learned was an evil robot insisted
that I attend the 100th Anniversary Doctor Who celebration in London
in November 2063. Looking back at the holo-vids, the Tom Baker clone
was quite good, but the Richard Hurndall clone was a disappointment.
WHAT IS IT ABOUT DOCTOR WHO THAT APPEALS TO YOU?
SS?: It’s the maddest, silliest, funniest show on television. Okay, sure, it
regenerates itself in order to sustain an everlasting supply of young victi
– I mean viewers... but who cares about that? It’s a show that roared
back into the popular consciousness in 2005 and immediately decided
to woo the discerning public with a story about a pretend space pig
crashing into parliament because a bunch of farting aliens had disguised
themselves as fat people, with actual zippers on their foreheads, which
was being used as cutting-edge political satire. How can anyone not
love a show like that?!?
BE: Doctor Who has an amazingly rich history. And by 'rich', I mostly
mean 'cheap'. You've got to admire a show that has spent so much of
its history bogged down in budget issues, cutting-edge special-effects
disasters, labour strikes and frantic efforts to turn in a finished product
before they turn the lights off at 10:00pm... that still manages to delight
and inspire the imagination of so many of the staff at Big Finish year
after year.
be fair was a pretty stand-up thing of him to do. So it was always just a
bit of a joke. (Some of my readers may maintain that nothing has
HOW AND WHEN DID YOU GET INTERESTED IN WRITING?
changed.)
SS?: I was just larking about on the internet, writing reviews of the New
Adventures. I had no particular ambitions, except to make fun of
everything. So I’d review a book that was basically me writing lots of
jokes. A few were even funny. Eventually people started to find them
amusing, and a publisher whom I’d made fun of several times said he
was so entertained by me that he wanted me to write for him, which to

BE: When I was about ten or eleven, I gained access to a typewriter and
promptly wrote a humorous play about some cowboys who discover
that they're in a play. It was all very Pythonesque. My older sister
brought it in to show her fellow students in high school, then came
home and told me that everyone loved it. I was, of course, mortified,
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and swore never to write again. Until Stacey convinced me that a
humourous book about Doctor Who would be a fantastic cash grab.

dealer’s room, opened the first page and then stalked off in a huff.
Thank goodness for small mercies.

WHAT IS IT ABOUT WRITING THAT APPEALS TO YOU?

BE: Mainly, Stacey writes what are thought of as the 'book' parts, and I
write the 'non-book parts', also known as 'the parts that end up in the
trash'. But hey, one of these days I’m bound to write something that
ends up in a book.

SS?: I love doing the Doctor Who thing of simultaneously making social
critique while entertaining an audience. A lot of people (even close
friends and partners) have said “I don’t agree with a word you say, but
you’re always entertaining and sometimes even interesting.” Which is
fair enough, although probably best not to tell the university where I
teach, because I have the same approach to lecturing undergraduates
about calculus.
BE: Editing. Every single day, I walk
amongst the general public, concocting the
wittiest aphorisms, pearls of wisdom and
knock-em-dead one-liners, only to find
that if I had just swapped a couple words
around, or made my point just a bit more
clearly, or refrained from exposing my
most offensive and horrifying thoughts,
surely I could have connected with my
fellow humans, expressed how superior I
am to them in ways both subtle and
significant, and ruled over them all like a
god. With editing, of course, I can
backspace over the worst bits and end up
with more or less the same result. But with
slightly more coherent sentences. And
saying "uh" less often.

SO WHY A BOOK ON DOCTOR WHO AND ESPECIALLY ONE THAT POKES
FUN AT THE SHOW?

SS?: I maintain that Doctor Who has always been a comedy at heart. It’s
a thoroughly goofy show, and I adore it for
precisely that reason. But all the analysis is
always so incredibly po-faced. (I’ve been
guilty of this myself; on other occasion,
one of my publishers carefully went
“I’ve always loved it when people
through and excised every single joke from
make fun of me, so long as what
one of my books.) We wanted to celebrate
they’re doing is actually funny. I
the sheer fun of Doctor Who while also
wanted to pay the same
recognizing that when you make magic out
of a hodgepodge of random production
compliment to my fellow fans,
decisions, what you end up with is a
publishers, Doctor Who production
license to print jokes.

team, you name it.”

BE: When we started out, a quick bit of
research revealed that Doctor Who fans
are a genial, easygoing lot who are not
particularly precious or opinionated, so we
decided to aggressively make fun of them. A bit more research revealed
that the first bit of research was really not at all accurate. A bit more
HOW DID THE TWO OF YOU GET TO KNOW ONE ANOTHER?
research revealed that the extent of the first bit of research was just me
googling something called “Dcotr Wh”, which turned out to not be a
SS?: We were rivals in a failed love triangle. So I hated that Bill guy from thing.
minute one. In the end, neither of us ended up with the girl, so we
decided to tentatively make amends. I only asked Bill to write this book HOW OR WHAT WAS THE PROCESS INVOLVED IN DECIDING WHAT
out of awkward politeness, but I don’t think he knows how to read the YOU WANTED TO WRITE ABOUT IN THE BOOK? WERE THERE ANY
mood when it comes to Canadians, so I was forced to write an entire
ASPECTS YOU FELT YOU SHOULDN’T COVER OR POKE FUN AT?
book with him.
SS?: We’re two pretty irreverent people, so we initially went way
BE: Can you ever truly 'know' someone? Probably. But who has time for further. I’ve always loved it when people make fun of me, so long as
that? Seems much more entertaining to sit around a bottle of liquor
what they’re doing is actually funny. I wanted to pay the same
and talk about disease modelling or UNIT dating.
compliment to my fellow fans, publishers, Doctor Who production
team, you name it. Several people wisely pointed out that not everyone
WHAT WAS THE FIRST THING THE TWO OF YOU WROTE TOGETHER?
would see things this way, so the book got reigned in quite a lot even
before Pencil Tip ever saw it. Those were absolutely the right
SS?: “Look at the Size of That Thing!” available from Pencil Tip
judgement calls, by very sensible people. We are not sensible people.
Publishing.
BE: We tried to cover everything about Doctor Who that we could think
BE: Ooh, that sounds good. Thanks Stacey, I’ll have to pick that one up! of. If it’s in the book, it’s part of Doctor Who, or at least a part of Doctor
Who that we could think of. The aspects we chose not to cover
HOW DO YOU FIND THE EXPERIENCE OF WRITING TOGETHER? DOES
generally fall under the broad category of ‘libel’.
IT PRESENT ANY SPECIAL CHALLENGES, AND WHO DECIDES WHO
WRITES WHAT?
HOW LONG DID IT TAKE YOU TO WRITE THE BOOK?
SS?: Bill’s approach to comedy is to start out serious... and then not
change a word! We divided the chapters up roughly based on interest
and were going to alternate them, but a beta reader helpfully told us
we had everything in the wrong order, so we shuffled them massively.
As a result, the very first thing the book does is insult the reader,
because that’s the kind of thing Bill finds hilarious. On the bright side,
there was a global pandemic, so nobody picked it up in a convention
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SS?: The bulk of it was written during 2016. Real-life issues forced us to
put it aside for quite a while; when we came back to it, there was a
female Doctor, which had a significant impact on the book’s structure,
so we did a major rewrite in 2020. But having it sit still for so long gave
us a great perspective on what worked and what didn’t, so I’m super
pleased with the end result, as it had more than the usual amount of
thoughtfulness put into it. Oh, and I also regenerated to female during

that time myself, so we had to awkwardly overexplain
one of the penis jokes as a result. It’s not easy being a
trans author writing dick jokes. (Who am I kidding,
yes it is!)

BE: It’s really true that it’s best not to look back and
wish you had changed this or that. Having said that,
my lawyer has contacted Stacey’s lawyer about a
proposed second edition of the book that not only
removes all of my contributions but is apparently
credited to ‘Stacey Smith? and not Bill Evenson in any
way whatsoever’.

BE: Ah, yes. Who could forget 2016? Prince and David
Bowie were still alive, and Donald Trump’s chances of
becoming President were still dead. Also, COVID-16
was really not catching on at all, literally or
figuratively. How better to spend one’s spare time
than writing a humourous book about Doctor Who?

Do you have a favourite author and / or book?
What is it that attracts you to him / her / it?

WHEN WRITING THE BOOK DID YOU EVER WONDER
IF THERE WERE MOMENTS WHERE YOU MIGHT
HAVE GONE TOO FAR IN TERMS OF MOCKING OR
MAKING FUN OF THINGS?

SS?: For me, it’s easily Douglas Adams and the
Hitchhikers books. I reread them all recently, and
they’re clever, hilarious and deeply thoughtful.
Adams knew just how to choose the perfect word to
convey so much at once — and when his comedy was
on, it was just amazing. There’s a bit about
etymologists calling out to each other on the
mattress world in Life, the Universe and Everything
that had me laughing hysterically for days, while
simultaneously marvelling at just how well structured
the setup was.

SS?: Absolutely. One of the last segments is us
making fun of fans themselves. Like everything, we
did it from a place of love... but we had a lot more
originally and some came across as less than kind. I’m
really glad that cooler heads prevailed here, as
humour is something that can be easily
misinterpreted. And also, Rob Shearman has a pretty
good lawyer!

BE: At the risk of sounding immodest, my favourite
author is definitely me. What attracts me to my
writing is how thoughtful, witty and intelligent it and I
am. Also, my modesty is pretty great, too. Other than
me, I would have probably chosen Douglas Adams,
too.

BE: I do have a photo that was taken at the exact
moment that I asked Steve Roberts if it was okay to
write the part about me punching him in the face. I
wonder if he’ll remember that when I see him next.
Hopefully, he hasn’t read the book. Or this interview.
WHAT HAS REACTION BEEN FROM THE FANS AND
THE PRESS BEEN TOWARDS THE BOOK SO FAR?

Authors’ Stacey Smith? (top)
and Bill Evenson (w/Dalek)

SS?: The great thing about humour is that there’s
only one metric you need: whether the thing is funny or not.
Fortunately, every reaction I’ve seen has been exactly that. “This is
funny shit” was perhaps my favourite response, because that’s exactly
the target for which we were aiming.
BE: We've heard positive feedback
about the book, because it's hilarious
and good. Books that receive negative
feedback are bad. So we are probably
doing great, so far.
WERE YOU HAPPY WITH HOW THE
BOOK TURNED OUT OVERALL? IS
THERE ANYTHING YOU WISH YOU
COULD GO BACK AND CHANGE NOW
THAT THE BOOKS BEEN PUBLISHED?
SS?: I wish I could have removed that
Bill Evenson guy, but what’s done is
done. Best to let zygons be zygons. Which is funny, because zygons are
usually not actually zygons. I do slightly regret that we cut a chapter on
the comedy of small-press fan publishing (well, I say “chapter”, but I
think it was a comedy survey). As an author who absolutely loves smallpress fan publishing, I found that really hilarious to make fun of, and I
thought it would be a good place to send ourselves up. But it was a bit
too insider baseball, so it got cut.

ARE THERE ANY FUTURE PROJECTS IN THE WORKS
FOR EITHER OF YOU THAT YOU CAN TELL US
ABOUT?

SS?: I’m editing a regenerated version of Outside In
for ATB Publishing about Classic Doctor Who, where 160 people
(including Bill, though he doesn’t know it yet) write 160 utterly gonzo
reviews about 160 stories, which is super fun. I also have a Silver
Archive on the 90s show Millennium coming out shortly from Obverse,
which is all about cults, serial killers, guns in schools, assisted suicide
and pandemics. So not only is this
pretty much the exact opposite of a
comedy book but after my recent
google searches, the FBI definitely has
a file open on me.
BE: Nothing that I can tell you about,
no. One of the projects I’m working
on that I absolutely cannot tell you
about is the work I’m doing for the
FBI monitoring the suspicious Google
searches of a woman in Canada.
Whotopia would like to thank Stacey
and Bill for taking time out to answer our questions.
“Look At The Size of That Thing!” is out now from Pencil Tip Publishing
and can be ordered from the Pencil Tip Publishing store at:
lulu.com/spotlight/penciltippublishing
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“Well, here we go again,” quipped
Brigadier Alistair Gordon LethbridgeStewart as he watched the body of the
Third Doctor change into the body of the
Fourth Doctor, a sentiment many Doctor
Who viewers may be feeling in 2022 as
the Thirteenth Doctor faces the prospect
of regenerating. The very premise of
regeneration has become so integral to
Doctor Who, both from a story
perspective and in terms of the
production of the show, that it is difficult
to remember the reason the plot device
was introduced in the first place, and the
way the process has evolved over the
nearly sixty years the programme has
been on the air. Born of necessity in
1966, regeneration has become a crucial
piece of the Doctor Who mythos, and
contributed greatly to the long life of the
programme.
William Hartnell was Doctor Who, there
can be no doubt, and when his health
began to fail in 1965 and 1966, Sydney
Newman and the Doctor Who production
team faced a difficult decision. The show
was a hit, the Daleks were immensely
popular, and no one really wanted to give
up on the programme, but it was
increasingly clear Hartnell was no longer
able to continue in the role, especially not
with the demanding production schedule
at the time, which saw filming take place
more than forty weeks a year, with a new
episode each week of those weeks. The
“Little was said about
solution was to tap into the mystery just
[regeneration] other than
who or what the Doctor was, an idea
the idea the Doctor was
embedded in the very title of Doctor Who.
Rather than attempt to replace the actor
‘renewed,’ and little was
portraying the Doctor with a look-a-like,
made of the change of
as suggested by The Mirror in August of
1966, Sydney Newman suggested in a
appearance and outfit.”
later Daily Telegraph article that they
wanted ‘to make considerable changes’ to
the character, though just what he meant
was not clear until the end of the last
Visually, this first regeneration was a
Hartnell story.
simple affair, as a tight shot of Hartnell’s
face was overexposed to a white flash,
When the final episode of “The Tenth
and then the new face of Troughton was
Planet’ was broadcast on 29 October
seen on screen. Little more was said
1966, the Doctor underwent a mysterious about it other than the idea the Doctor
and undefined transformation that
was ‘renewed,’ and little was made of the
allowed Patrick Troughton to step into the change of appearance and outfit, with
role, explaining to his companions Ben
Polly fairly quick to accept the change,
and Polly that he had ‘renewed’ himself. and Ben taking only a little more

convincing. Granted, the Daleks may have
helped with this, as the story “Power of
the Daleks” was sure to be an audience
pleaser, and give the Second Doctor a
smooth start.
With this first regeneration sequence,
several principal elements were
established for Doctor Who. First, it was
possible to make a change of actor, even
to someone with a markedly different
appearance, and still keep the show
going. This single idea went a long way
towards allowing the programme to have
a sixty-year history to look back on.
However, other important but less
immediately obvious elements were
established in the first regeneration, too.
The Doctor was still the Doctor, but his
personality might change in some way.
Troughton’s Doctor was less stern, more
whimsical, and more emotionally open
with his companions than Hartnell’s
portrayal had been. This personality
change also carried with it a change of
dress, with the Second Doctor still
dressing with a historical styling to him,
but in a casual and almost frumpy way
compared to Hartnell’s “Victorian
Schoolmaster” look. Finally, the Doctor
might assume new habits as part of the
change, with the Second Doctor
developing a fondness for the recorder
that the First Doctor never expressed.
When the time came for another change
in 1969, it was still not called a
“regeneration,” though a new idea was
introduced. When the Second Doctor was
finally captured by the Time Lords at the
end of “The War Games,” his sentence
was to have his appearance changed, and
be exiled to Earth. In offering the Doctor
this sentence, he was given the option to
choose a new face, which suggested there
was some degree of control over the
renewal/regeneration process, at least
when done under the supervision of other
Time Lords. This premise was revisited
sometime later in the story “Destiny of
the Daleks” when Romana regenerated,
initially in to the same form as Princess
Astra of Atrios. When the Doctor
disapproved of borrowing someone else’s
body, Romana tries out several different
other bodies before settling on Astra
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again, to the Doctor’s chagrin. Some
Doctor Who fans have suggested this
means when a Time Lord is regenerating
for reasons not related to illness or severe
injury, there may be more control
available than when the Doctor
regenerates, which is usually only in the
most precarious circumstances.
Viewers did not actually see the
regeneration process as the Second
Doctor became the Third Doctor. Instead,
“The War Games” ends with the
Troughton’s distorted face on screen, and
then next story, “Spearhead from Space”
saw the Third Doctor fall out of the
TARDIS and faint, in full colour for the first
time. The first episode of that story
introduced one new element to the
regeneration process, as the Doctor
required a certain amount of time to rest
and recover in hospital before jumping
into the adventure, a marked difference
from when the Second Doctor was off and
running within minutes of his
transformation in 1966. As with the
previous change, this latest version of the
Doctor took on a new outfit, and seemed
to have developed a taste for vintage
automobiles, which was well suited to his
extended stay on Earth. “Spearhead from
Space” also introduced the idea that
people who had previously known the
Doctor, in this case the Brigadier, might
not recognize him at first, though very
quickly the Doctor was able to convince
the Brigadier of his identity.
Up until 1974, the complete process of
changing the Doctor was poorly defined,
and poorly explained. While Jon
Pertwee’s run as the Third Doctor saw the
first multi-Doctor story, even during “The
Three Doctors” the term “regeneration”
was not used, but instead the previous
incarnation of the Doctor were only
referred to as earlier Doctors. However,
after the Third Doctor returned from
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Metabelis 3 and lay dying in his laboratory
at UNIT, the Time Lord K’anpo appeared,
and suggested the Doctor’s cells were
damaged but they can “regenerate” with
a little help. This is where the idea of a
particular process called “regeneration”
comes from. Interestingly, the same story
introduced a new idea in that K’anpo had
an assistance named Cho-je which was a
sort of projection of his next self, so that
when K’anpo himself regenerated, he

“The figure of the Master
is shown to be in an
advanced state of decay,
and at the end of his
regeneration life cycle,
having used up all twelve
of his regenerations.”

assumed the form of Cho-je. This idea
would come up again with the Fourth
Doctor’s regeneration, when the
mysterious figure known as the Watcher
stepped up as the Fourth Doctor was
dying, and triggered the regeneration

cycle. Visually, the regeneration of the
Third Doctor into the Fourth Doctor is
rather plain, with no flash as earlier,
merely a quick dissolve from Pertwee’s
face to Tom Baker’s.
Tom Baker’s time as the Doctor saw
several elements introduced to the
regeneration mythos that was developing
on Doctor Who. Of course, all the usual
bits from before are present, including a
new outfit, this time complete with overly
long scarf, a new personality that seemed
both buffoonish and intense, and a
fondness for jelly babies. But now that
the process had a name, and was clearly
established both in the production cycle of
the programme and in the storytelling
process, there was room to explore it
some more. One of the biggest changes
came with the story “The Deadly
Assassin,” which saw the return of the
Master after a few years. As with
Hartnell’s departure from the series, the
return of the Master required some
behind-the-scenes development to bring
about. Roger Delgado had died in 1973,
not long after his final appearance as the
Master opposite Jon Pertwee in “Frontier
in Space.” However, the character of the
Master was too good to leave out, and as
it had been established Time Lords could
regenerate, surely the Master could, too,
allowing a new actor to step into the role.
Rather than make this a straight change to
Peter Pratt as the Master, the figure of the
Master is shown to be in an advanced
state of decay, and at the end of his
regeneration life cycle, having used up all
twelve of his regenerations. This was the
first time a limit was placed on the
process, and that limit was later affirmed
in the story “Mawdryn Undead.” “The
Deadly Assassin” also introduced the idea
that there was a particular energy
involved, energy which the Master hoped
to renew in himself by stealing the Eye of

Harmony, a method that allowed a stilldecayed Master to escape in his TARDIS at
the end of the story. A different take on
regeneration limits appears in the story
“Underworld,” in which the survivors of
the destroyed civilization of the planet
Minyos have access to an artificial
regeneration process gifted to them by
the Time Lords. The fate of the Minyans is
the reason the Time Lords later adopted a
policy of non-intervention, but the
technology to regenerate, perpetually,
was still available to the Minyans. There
was a cost to this, though, as the long
weight of centuries could leave some
Minyans preferring death to continual
regeneration.
As noted, when the Fourth Doctor fell off
a radio tower at the end of “Logopolis,”
the figure of the Watcher was there, and a
new regeneration took place. Unlike the
plain dissolve of earlier years, though, the
merger of the two figures was replete
with much splashier special effect, as the
two bodies seemed to fold into each other
before the image shifted to show a glow
not unlike what viewers saw with the
Hartnell/Troughton transition, and then
the Fifth Doctor’s face appeared. This
new Doctor, played by Peter Davison, was
in for a rough start though, as
“Castrovalva” served as the first of a new
type of Doctor Who story, in which a
regenerated Doctor takes more than a
single episode to settle in. For much of
the serial, the Doctor is either weakened
or incapacitated, and seeking help to
ensure his survival. This is the first-time
viewers were introduced to the thought
that a regeneration could fail, a fate the
Doctor hopes to avoid by retreating to the
Zero Room of the TARDIS until his
dendrites healed. During this process, the
Doctor also reverted to earlier
incarnations as part of a regeneration, as
he briefly imitates Hartnell’s and
Troughton’s version of the Doctor while
seeking the Zero Room, and then mimics
the Third Doctor in the Console Room,
advising Tegan and Nyssa to not “reverse
the polarity of the neutron flow.” As the
Doctor seeks his new attire, he also picks
up his old recorder, and after a couple
poignant suggestion he could not go back
tentative notes, puts it aside as a fun if
to who he was earlier.

With the Fifth Doctor, three new
regenerational elements were introduced
to the Doctor Who universe. As noted,
the story “Mawdryn Undead” affirmed the
number of regenerations a Time Lord has
is twelve, but it also offered that the
regeneration energy can be transferred to
someone else, in this case to Mawdryn
and his followers, allowing them to finally
end their nightmarish existence. The
transfer of regeneration energy would
become a crucial point several times
during the programme's revival after
2005. With the twentieth-anniversary
story “The Five Doctors” this idea was
touched on in a unique way, as the Master
is offered “a whole new lifecycle” of
regenerations if he would go into the
Death Zone on Gallifrey and help the
Doctor. This implied that the limit of
twelve regenerations is not an absolute,
and that Time Lords do have the ability to
renew that cycle, again a point of some
significance for later stories. Finally, in
“The Caves of Androzani” came the idea
that if the Doctor is sick enough, as with
spectrox toxemia in the story, a
regeneration might not be possible, as the
Doctor suggested he might regenerate but
it “feels different this time.” As the Doctor
lay dying in the TARDIS, though, viewers
got to see inside his head for the first time
during a regeneration, watching as his
companions tried to encourage him, until
the looming face of the Master mocking
him triggered the regeneration, leading to
the Sixth Doctor as played by Colin Baker.
Baker’s first story, the oft-lamented “Twin
Dilemma” borrowed from “Castrovalva” in
as much as the Doctor was dangerously
unstable for much of the story. This was
traumatic for new companion Peri, as she
was subjected to both verbal and physical
abuse as the Doctor tried to settle down
into his new self, offering at the end of the
story that he was the Doctor “whether
you like it or not.” The Sixth Doctor’s time
in the TARDIS was on the short side, in
part due to an 18-month hiatus for the
show, but that was still long enough to
introduce a new twist to the regeneration
mythos, in the form of the Valeyard.
During the series-long story “Trial of a
Time Lord,” viewers discover the Valeyard
was an amalgamation of “the darker
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sides” of the Doctor’s nature, possibly
lifted from somewhere between his
twelfth and thirteenth incarnations. This
idea was never really developed in the
television programme, though several
novels and Big Finish audio productions
have suggested details as to how such a
process might have worked. The presence
of the Valeyard hints at the possibility that
a Time Lord might have
more than thirteen
incarnations under the
right circumstances, even
within the twelveregeneration limit.

through a mortuary vault door using his
bare hands and feet introduced the idea
that regeneration energy might give Time
Lords some special abilities immediately
afterwards, such as super strength,
although this issue is not consistently
dealt with, as the Doctor and Romana are
seen tossing some big boulders around
quite casually at the end of “Destiny of the

Doctor’s regeneration, and then there is a
hint of electrical discharge and a quick
dissolve to show McGann’s face in place of
McCoy’s. However, in the much later mini
-episode “Night of the Doctor,” released
as part of the lead-up to the programme’s
fiftieth anniversary, viewers saw the
Eighth Doctor’s regeneration began with
his hands glowing and then his whole
body being engulfed by a
yellowish glow before a
bright flash. This was
much closer to the
regeneration visuals used
after the programme’s
revival in 2005. The mini
episode also features the
Sisterhood of Karn
offering the Doctor some
regeneration assistance,
suggesting that Time Lord
regeneration technology
might be more widely
used than has been
previously hinted at, or at
least that they have
helped perfect the process
enough to give the Doctor
a considerable range of
choices in what he
regenerates into.

While viewers did get to
see a sort of regeneration
between the Sixth and
Seventh Doctors, it was at
the start of a story rather
than the end, and again
necessitated by
production changes, after
Colin Baker was let go
from the role. Sylvester
McCoy’s introductory
story “Time and the Rani”
was fairly typical of the
regeneration stories
before it, in as much as
the Doctor was
disoriented for much of it,
Over the run of the
enough that the Rani
programme from its debut
“Over the run of the programme from its debut in 1963 to the American
could persuade him she
was in fact his companion
in 1963 to the American effort in 1996 the idea effort in 1996 the idea of
Mel. However, McCoy’s
Doctor’s regeneration
of the Doctor’s regeneration went from a daring the
departure added one new
went from a daring
production decision to keep the programme
twist to the regeneration
production decision to
mythos in as the “classic”
keep the programme alive
alive to an integral part of the mythos
era of Doctor Who ended.
to an integral part of the
surrounding the show.”
In “Doctor Who - The
mythos surrounding the
Movie,” as the Americanshow. Regenerations
produced story is often
allowed many different
called, McCoy’s Doctor
actors to put their unique
was injured by gunfire in
spin on the character of
San Francisco and rushed
the Doctor, and gave
to hospital, where he was anaesthetized, Daleks,” too.
writers the opportunity to offer the Doctor
and then apparently died on the operating
many different death scenes, even there
table because surgeons were unable to
Paul McGann sits at the intersection
was little worry that a new Doctor would
cope with the nature of his two hearts.
between “classic” Who and “new “Who,
appear afterwards. The revival of the
However, Paul McGann’s appearance a
so it should come as no surprise that his
programme in 2005 took these ideas and
brief time later showed that the
regeneration sequences likewise sit in
continued to expand on them in ways that
regeneration process was still intact for
between the two eras. At the Doctor lay
the second part of this article will explore.
the Doctor, even if the anesthesia nearly
in the morgue, viewers saw his face began
stopped it. McGann’s ability to smash
to contort not unlike with the Second
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Doctor Who is at an interesting crossroad
with the forthcoming departure of current
show runner Chris Chibnall, and with
Russell T. Davies waiting in the wings,
returning to take over as showrunner
once again. There has been a great deal of
publicity surrounding Russell’s return to
the show, especially as at the time of
authoring this article, not only is BBC
Studios in partnership with “Bad Wolf” for
this new era, but also former producer
Phil Collinson is also due to return to
Doctor Who as well. It’s almost as we’ve
gone back in time.

pointing out that this has happened
before when Barry Letts returned to the
series to serve as Executive Producer for
Season 18. While this was true, one must
remember that the production side of the
program was handled very differently
throughout the show’s original run. Letts’
position during Season 18 was more of an
overseer, someone to keep a watchful eye
on newly appointed producer, John
Nathan-Turner, who had truly little
experience as a television producer. The
position of Executive Producer at this time
was nothing like that of today’s
Showrunner title.

after Doctor Who, he has continued to be
a successful leader in the world of
television, with shows like Years and Years
and It’s a Sin. With his professional
pedigree having grown in many ways since
his original tenure as Doctor Who
showrunner, many television
professionals feel that perhaps while
Russell does not need Doctor Who in his
life, Doctor Who needs Russell.

In the eyes of many, perhaps even most
viewers, the series began with the fact
that the series began a steadily on-going
decline since the latter days under
Never in the history of Doctor Who has a
Stephen Moffat reign, and throughout the
former showrunner/producer, returned to When it was announced that RTD would
entire tenure of Chris Chibnall. So could
work on the series a second time. Some of be returning to Doctor Who, fans were
the reason for RTDs return is more to do
you may disagree with that statement by amazed by his decision, especially because with ‘saving’ the series, to pull it out of its
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during Moffat’s time, as well as massive
series retconning during Chibnall’s time.
Yes, the makers are fully in their right to
make changes to the series and bring
innovative ideas to the table. But when
these innovative ideas don’t benefit or
drastically harm the overall basis of the
series, then this is where one needs to
draw the line.
Moffat’s era seemed to be filled with
numerous annoying trends that ended up
being a bit too common.
Moffat was frequently guilty of dragging
out plot points, without bringing them to a
natural end. One has only to look at the
whole Silence/Time Field arc from series
five and six. Resolutions were slow coming
– if even resolved at all - and this continued
on throughout the entire Eleventh Doctor’s
run.

slump, to give it a completely new breath
of fresh air?
The RTD era of Doctor Who was extremely
popular with both the general public and
with fandom. RTD established a creative
format that served the series well, and
which could be used as a template for
future seasons. Like most creative
individuals, RTD, realized when it was time
to move on to other projects, which he did
in 2010. This era of the show would evolve
and change under the tutelage of the next
two showrunners, Stephen Moffat and
Chris Chibnall. And like any creative
professional who takes over the running of
an established television series, both
gentlemen would go on to imbue the series
with their vision for the show.
But change is not always good.
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Is Russell’s return
to Doctor Who
because
management at the
BBC thought that
the changes Chris
Chibnall made
were just too
radical?
One has only look to the convoluted and
nonsensical plots of many of the stories

Moffat was also guilty of authoring twopart stories that didn’t fit together. A prime
example of this being, “A Good Man Goes
To War” and “Let’s Kill Hitler.” The first
part basically concerned The Doctor, and
his companions attacking the evil army at
Demon’s Run, to rescue Amy, and get her
daughter back from Madame Kovarian’s
forces. Yet, when you get to the concluding
second part, the story heads off into a
completely different direction – the Doctor
and team end up in Nazi Germany on the
trail of Amy’s daughter, who turns out to
be River Song, while stopping a robot
duplicate, sent to kill the latter, for
murdering the Doctor. Confused? Yes, and
so were many of the viewers.
He also had a problem with the pacing of
his stories. The events of a story should
follow a natural flow, with the plot
advancing in a natural steady flow to its
conclusion. But not Moffat. Quite often his
scripts would begin with the Doctor and
companion being introduced to the
characters and setting usually within the
first five to fifteen minutes of the episode.
Then for approximately the next thirty or
so minutes, nothing much would happen,
until suddenly, in the last 5-10 minutes out
of nowhere the villain is introduced, causes
some sort of problem, people die, and then
everything is resolved in a neat little bow.

Mind you Chibnall has been no better.
One flaw with Chibnall’s era is that the
series no longer seems to contain that
sense of wonder and charm that once
defined it. There is a real sense of
disconnect from the show's past. Season
12 was a bit better in this regard, since,
unlike season 11, it did bring back some old
Doctor Who characters and enemies, but it
still doesn't feel like the show that most of
us got to know and love.
The stories on the most part have been
bland and uninteresting. Far too many of
the stories have had a political or woke
agenda, with the stories seeming to ram a
point down the viewers’ throat. True some
of the messages of global warming, mental
health, racism and more have been
prominent issues to address, but the
problem has been that such issues have
been addressed in a clunky, awkward way
or just been outright boring. Case in point:
“Orphan 55”.

preferrable and removed the limited
baggage of continuity at the same time.

There has been much talk about a decline
in the ratings in recent years. It is true that
the overnight ratings for the series have
The biggest cock-up of all during Chibnall’s been steadily decreasing for the past five
era has been the Timeless Child storyline.
or six years, even more so in the Thirteenth
Not only was it one of the most ill-thought Doctor era. The reasons why are many, and
out and stupid ideas in the show’s history, depend on who you speak to, but generally
but it also completely destroys Doctor Who the decline has been attributed to there
canon, and disavows everything that had
being so many different viewing choices for
been established over more than fifty years viewers (e.g. terrestrial TV, streaming, on
of the show. It also goes against the basis
demand).
of the Doctor’s character by making them a
god-like 'chosen one', instead of the down- In all honesty, you simply cannot compare
to-earth, every-man figure- who was
the ratings for Doctor Who today to those
special because of their charitable deeds,
in the 1960s and 1970s. Back then a viewer
not because of what they were.
had limited choices. One had to tune in at a
specific day and time that had been
Is Russell’s return to Doctor Who because decided by network programmers. There
management at the BBC thought that the
was no other option. This often meant that
changes Chris Chibnall made were just too if you wanted to see your weekly
radical? Whether you like Jodie Whittaker encounter with the Doctor, sometimes you
or not, it was an enormous risk to change
had to make sacrifices in your personal or
the gender of the Doctor, who had been a social life, to guarantee that you were in
male character for more than fifty years.
front of the television at the right time. The
Some will say this gamble worked, while
arrival of the affordable video recorder
others will argue that it hasn’t. But don’t
meant that all being well – and the
you think that that it might have been
machine did not let you down - you could
more of a successful move if had been an
see an episode of Doctor Who whenever
entirely contrasting character to the one
you wanted to. To keep up to date with the
played by William Hartnell through to Peter travels of the Doctor and his friends you no
Capaldi? Jodie could have played a new
longer had to make these sacrifices that as
character altogether, a new incarnation of a dedicated fan you used to have to make.
Romana or a Doctor from another parallel People usually value more the things that
universe. These options could have been
they have to make sacrifices for, be it

learning a new skill or saving up to buy an
expensive purchase.
BBC management have now realized that
in Doctor Who, they have an unbelievably
valuable property that up until the show’s
return in 2005, they had mostly failed to
recognise Doctor Who has become a
valuable commodity in the corporation’s
output both as a television series, and a
merchandising prospect. A series like
Doctor Who generates vast sums of money
in broadcast and merchandise rights. And
when you have a property as successful as
Doctor Who, as a broadcaster, one has a
duty to maintain a high profile for the
series. If the viewers are turning away, the
series profile decreases, and in turn,
revenues generated for the program
decrease.
Whatever RTD decides to do with the
series you can be assured that the changes
will be ones that he feels best benefits the
series. Some fans may like what he does,
while others won’t. Both Bob and I realize
that the series has evolved and changed
over its almost 60 years. While each of us
have a favourite era, Doctor, companion,
etcetera, we have generally enjoyed all the
other eras to a greater or lesser extent.
Yes, we’re older now, and we fully realize
that the series is not necessarily like the
program we grew to love. Things change,
life moves on, and so does Doctor Who.
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In January 2018 I began watching every episode of Doctor Who
in chronological order, at the rate of one a week. In making this
sixteen plus year commitment I hoped to rediscover my love for
the show and understand why it continues to motivate and
inspire me. I also wanted to watch the story unfold in context.
The initiative presented some difficulties,
not least because, unlike the original
audience, I know what will happen. The
episodes are all familiar to me, some more
than others, but I will not be surprised
when an old enemy returns, or a
companion dies. Nor will I understand or
fully
appreciate
references
to
contemporary issues. There will be
moments when I fail to grasp the intended
meaning and others where I find things
missed on the previous viewing.

companions. All the stories, bar one, are six episodes in length.
Rules are revised using a simple and stable formula. All the
stories bar one feature a group of isolated humans trying to stop
monsters invading their base. All bar one feature people being
hypnotised or brainwashed. All touch on the theme of scientific
progress or the pursuit of knowledge versus the status quo.
Repetition works without being dull
because the locations are varied and the
characters believable. These are tales of
good against evil with a truly clear dividing
line and the supporting cast positioned
between them.

On the good side is the TARDIS crew,
reduced permanently to three. This was a
wise decision, allowing some individual
development. Jamie and Victoria are a
perfect foil for Troughton’s Doctor. There
is a sense of kinship, despite their many
differences. Subtle scenes hint at Jamie’s
Here are my musings on the fifth season.
romantic interest in Victoria and her departure is emotional, if a
little overlong. The Doctor is protective of both his young friends
The fifth season of Doctor Who is the strongest so far. This is
but not to the point where it erodes their independence.
surprising as it changes the format of the show, abandoning key
principles that underpinned previous seasons. It is the first Opposing the trio are the Cybermen twice, the Yeti also twice,
season without a full Dalek story. There are no pure historicals, the Ice Warriors, the Weed Creature and Salamander, the
and only one story set in the past. There are no contemporary Doctor’s double in the only story without a monster. “The
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Enemy of the World” includes a level of
sadism and violence, justifiable in the context
yet not suitable for a children’s show.
Troughton excels in the dual role, switching
seamlessly between hero and villain. There
are times when the audience knows of the
impersonation, and it would have been
preferable to keep them guessing. The final
confrontation is poorly realised and the
scenes in the underground area suffer from
weak acting. A strong script and David
Whittaker’s skill at developing characters
help overcome these defects.
This skill is not evident in “The Wheel in
Space.” The crew are bland, with only
Gemma and Zoe worth mentioning. The new
companion, vastly different to Victoria, is
presented as a logical and emotionless being
but the opportunity to contrast her with the
Cybermen is missed. The invaders have
menacing moments but could have been
replaced by any other adversary, perhaps
one with a sensible plan. The Cybermats are
equally unnecessary, and the Wheel lacks
any strategic importance. It is the only
disappointing story in the season.
In “Tomb of the Cybermen”, the Cybermen
compensate for the absence of the Daleks.
There are chilling scenes such as when they
emerge from the tomb and announce that
everyone will be like them. The Controller
gives them a focal point in a tense and
dramatic story. A valid criticism, within
modern sensitivities, is the racial and gender
stereotyping. Kaftan is the first of several
strong female characters in the season but
the patronising attitude towards women
from most of the men is unsettling, given the
future setting. Writers in the 1960s should
have predicted the demise of chauvinism.
Some of the dialogue is also cringeworthy.

Their reappearance in the familiar setting of
the well-designed London Underground,
adds danger and tension to a strong script.
Whilst the subplot around the traitor is
overdone, impressive action scenes such as
the soldiers being attacked above ground
raise the stakes. Again, there is a range of
impressive characters including Chorley,
Evans, Arnold, Lethbridge-Stewart and
Travers who is the first supporting character
to reappear with Jack Watling adding
mannerisms to reflect his aging.
“The Ice Warriors” is the best example of the
base under siege format and has the most
impressive monster. The crew are
threatened by the Ice Warriors and the ice,
plus the broken relationship between Penley
and Clent. It becomes clear that each base
member has a different view of Clent as they
do of Robson in the following story. These
personal relationships, stated and implied,
add depth. Varga is a ruthless adversary with
a casual disregard for human life. It also
explores environmental themes and scientific
advancement without becoming judgmental.
Strong characters are essential for the format
of this season to work. You could write the
story of “Fury from the Deep” in a few lines.
It extends to approximately two and a half
hours without being dull because the
characters are engaging. The dialogue gives
insight into their personal lives with the
portrayal of Robson standing out. Few other
shows, if any, could make seaweed terrifying.
This assessment is based on audio only given
that no episodes remain to assess the
tension that the dialogue indicates.

It is frustrating that the most atmospheric
season is only half complete, yet it still ranks
above the others by virtue of consistent
quality, good production values, a workable
The Yeti arrive in “The Abominable format and strong characters.
Snowmen” as the most impressive new
Awards
monster in the Troughton era, although they Best Story: The Tomb of the Cybermen
move slowly.
Best Writer: Mervyn Haisman & Henry Lincoln
At times, the narrative is equally ponderous.
The monastery is well designed and there are
some delightful scenes with the intelligence
oozing malevolence. It was a stroke of genius
to turn a legendary creature into robots and
another to grant them a quick return. They
are only the fourth adversary to feature
again, following the Daleks, Cybermen and
the Monk.

Best Regular Actor: Patrick Troughton (The
Doctor)
Best Supporting Actor: Colin Douglas (Donald
Bruce)
Best Adversary: The Ice Warriors
Best Scene: The Doctor explaining his family to
Victoria (Tomb of the Cybermen)
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I was a Doctor Who fan from the very beginning. I was a
TV fan well before that and I tried to see every episode I
could of any television programme that I liked. However
back in the 1950s and 1960s that was not always
possible. Family events got in the way and other
activities like being a member of the Cubs meant that if
you enjoyed a programme then when it returned for a
second series, you had to hope that the BBC or ITV had
not decided to change the day on which it was shown. If
that did happen, you were disappointed to discover that
you could not continue to follow a favourite show.
In those days programmes were rarely repeated or
people given ’another chance to see…’ a programme
that they missed out on when it was originally shown.
After you watched a programme, you had your
memories of it and rarely anything else. However, I was
more fortunate than most because one of my earliest
favourites, Andy Pandy, was given a series of spinoff
books based on the three main characters. I was
informed that at a very young age I knew most of them
off by heart.
Much later on my favourite TV programme – Badger’s
Bend – saw the publication of two spinoff novels.
However, these were not novelizations of the TV
episodes but rather original stories featuring some of
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the TV characters. I was delighted when one of our digital
channels – “Talking Pictures” – screened the first episode
some weeks ago. I know that sadly not all the episodes of
that series survives today so I will never get a chance to
catch up on the episodes I missed on their original
transmissions.
I was somebody who wanted to have something tangible
connected to my favourite programmes. It was for this
reason that I used to collect the cast lists and articles from
the ‘Radio Times’ and for Doctor Who this began from the
second episode “The Survivors” of the first Dalek serial.
Even today I retain many happy memories of the Doctor
Who episodes that no longer exist in the BBC archives,
along with many other memories of similarly wiped
programmes.
It was an article in the ‘Radio Times’ that alerted me to the
publication of the first Doctor Who novel “Doctor Who in
an exciting adventure with the Daleks.” As someone who
knew something about the behind-the- scenes people who
actually made the programme, I was interested to discover
that it was written by David Whitaker – the script editor –
and not the author of the serial on which the book was
based. I was delighted when my parents gave me the
money to purchase the book (sadly I was not able to buy a
copy of The Dalek Book which was released around the
same time.) I would have liked to be the owner of The
Dalek Book because within these pages there were some
photographs taken from the actual transmitted
programmes. It wasn’t until much later in life when I was
able to buy a copy of the book with my own money.
I know that it was no long after its transmission that Doctor
Who appeared weekly in “TV Comic” but by then I had
stopped getting a weekly comic after getting firstly Robin
and then Swift which were from the same eyrie as the
more famous Eagle. It was only when Patrick Troughton
became the Doctor – and I had more disposable income
that I collected “TV Comic” for a few months.
Soon there was lots of Doctor Who merchandising
appearing on shop shelves, but most of it was various
versions of the Daleks – although I could only afford the
smallest – a Dalek Rolykins. There was however one jigsaw
that I got which featured a very realistic drawing of William
Hartnell as the Doctor. I was also given a small Dalek badge
– but sadly not the Zarbi and Menoptera ones.
It was exciting to see all this merchandise being released
but what I really wanted was more books which retold the
Doctor Who adventures I had enjoyed watching on
television. I was delighted when both “Doctor Who and
the Zarbi” and “Doctor Who and the Crusaders” were
published and I was able to add them to my bookshelves.
All three of these hardback books had internal illustrations
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which helped me relive the travels which had so
enthralled me earlier.
I was intrigued when I found a paperback version of
the Dalek novel published by Armada and a paperback
book of “The Crusaders” published by Green Dragon. I
wondered would more stories be novelised. When
nothing more appeared from these two publishers, I
contacted Puffin Books to ask them if they could
novelise some more of the Doctor’s TV adventures. I
got a rather sniffy reply from them saying that they
felt the Doctor’s adventures were very poor stories.
This view was echoed by the lady in charge of the
Children’s Department at James Thins bookshop in
Edinburgh. Puffin’s initial response is interesting when
you consider who publishes some of the Doctor Who
books today.
Throughout the remainder of the 1960s there was
little in the way of Doctor Who merchandise to collect.
Perhaps this had something to do with Patrick
Troughton’s reluctance in that decade to get really
involved in publicity. The comic strip continued in TV
Comic with the licensing of the Daleks to see a
successful transition from the Hartnell Doctor to the
Troughton one. The Daleks’ Outer Space Book and The
Dalek World completed the trilogy of Dalek Annuals.
And after the 1965 Annual was published, there was
another Hartnell one the following year. I remember
being excited to see William Hartnell on the cover. I
soon discovered that sadly he was on his way out and
there would be a new person operating the TARDIS.
The Hartnell annuals were eventually followed by
three Troughton annuals again featuring a mixture of
written stories, comic strips and features. I was
particularly interested in the article “A Phoenix in the
TARDIS” which sought to explain the change in Doctor.
It was particularly pleasing to see the first complete
story repeated when “The Evil of the Daleks” was
reshown after the last episode of “The Wheel in
Space.” There was a hope when that happened that
more 1960s serials might get a reshown the future so
your memories of past serials could be recalled. But
sadly, that would be a long way off.
Two other important pieces of merchandising in the
1960s was firstly the release of the Doctor Who theme
tune on Decca records on February 1964. The B-side
featured a non-Doctor Who related piece - “This Can’t
be Love” - sung by Brenda and Johnny, which I
frequently listened to more than it perhaps deserved
to be.
The second was a one-page comic strip in full colour
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called “The Daleks.” This had appeared in TV21 from its
start which was sadly yet another comic I could not afford
to buy. However, I was delighted when Century 21 Records
not only released another interpretation of the theme tune
but also a shortened version of the soundtrack of the last
episode of “The Chase – Planet of Decision.” I was
particularly pleased because it meant that I had could listen
to the voices of the Doctor and four of his companions
whenever I wanted.
If you had the money in the 1960s it might have been
possible for a fan to collect all the merchandising that was
released back then - if you knew that it had been released
in the first place.
I have fond memories of growing up during this time, and I
cherish that I was able to buy what I could. But unlike
modern day Doctor Who fans, there is so much
merchandising released that it’s virtually impossible to keep
up with, and purchase every single item. While I’ll totally
agree that we fans are much more spoiled today, I miss
these days back then when everything released seemed
that much more special.
However, in some of the decades to come, especially in the
twenty first century, it became increasingly unlikely that a
Doctor Who fan could afford to buy all the available
merchandise that was on sale.
For a lot of young people in the 1960s, I frequently wish
that my parents had given me more pocket money. There
was a lot of Doctor Who related merchandise released
during that time, and as a fan, I naturally wanted to buy and
collect everything released. I’m glad that I was able to buy
what I was able to even if you were lucky to know that it
had been released
in the first place.
Even although
1960s Doctor Who
merchandise often
goes for
ridiculously high
prices on e-Bay,
what I had
collected back
then, I would never
sell now.
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